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HOPKINSVILLE, CEIRIST1AN COUNTY KENTUCKY I itIDAY, JANUARY 8. 189i
CENTURY'S GREATEST. FROM VERY NEAR HERE IT PROVES TEL AUAviE. AT WORK FIGURING WEDLOCK AND LUNACY LAST
Sea's Fees Will Be Haden From Several
The greatest solar eclipse of the cen-
tu-y took place earls' Saturday
morning. The eclipse will be of four
hours' duration, the cents/el point of Mo-
t wvation being India.
Not Visible From Hers.
Hoplrineville people can net see the
eclipse. It will be vaible only to folks
on the Eastern confine-tit. In America
*gee will practically be no obseuratiou
Of the sun at all.
It will be at exactly 4 :46 ocios k on
the morning of January 22 that observ-
ers in Asia. Africa and all Europe, with
the exception cf Spain, the West of
France, Holland arid Belgium will see
the beginning of the moon's journey
ever the sun's face.
It begins on um earth generally Janu-
ary az, 4:46 a. roe in longitude 21 de-
grees, 36 minutes East, acd latitude 0
degrees, 28 mittutes North. arid it ends
on the earth generally at 9:53 a. in , in
longito 110 degree,. 7 minutes East,
and .AL "ade 36 degrees, 36 minutes
N 7
the place where the most sat-
iate- )1)servatious can be taken, &ad
ma:. airfield' from all ever the world
are .,.e there. Everything is in there
fis r The eclipse will occur in the
!.e of the cold weather and at the
a
favorable time of the year for tray-
s.. ec in India Cyclonic storms are very
rare during Jaisuary, arid the chance of
a gale or stormy weather eff the coast
between Bomeay and Kerwiar is very
slight The air, moreover, is very dry
over the interior. and as the percentage
of mean daily humicity at stations in
the Deccan, Central pros-ices and Berar
average about 40 degrees, any instru-
ments, such as photographic cameras,
brought from Europe or America,should
be so constructed that they will with
withstand the action of the great dry-
ness of the air
Free P, ion Clouds.
Furthermore statistics show that rain
rarely fells in January in the Koranic
and Deccan, and that d ur.ng January
the mast districts between Karwar and
Rathogeri, wheel include the line of to-
tality, are nuusuelly free from clouds.
Folks and Events.
MISS ItIVES 
another 
-Mss Billie 
novel 
for 
the
i-os- alolio Ermine
wes, , the Kentucky ouchoress, who is
paring 
h.. , contributed two "feature" 
toe 
ar-
lpre
over ell' ORD LUDO to the New
York papers last Sunday, says the Post.
In one she wrote of the many beautiful
Southern women who have been wooed
and won by itasteruers.
t + t
GRAVEL-A Louisville paper says of
a former Eloptineville boy: '-Mt. Al-
lison Graves. who for some time tepee-
tautest the Drunonned Tobacco Com-
pany. of St. Loma. as buyer on the local
market, ha- been appointed by the corn-
pany.City Sete* Agent. This is in ad-
dition to h s present duties. It is con-
sidered by the trade a high compliment
mat so young a man should be given
there two positions. Mr. Graves stands
teeth amoug local tobacco men."
t : +
A IIIARRiAGE.- The Nuckola-Moore
nuptial.., which was tesiebrated at the
home of the bride's fatror . Mr. Henry
MOOR*, In South Cir, ..: taw are des-
cribed by the Clerk se c.; ranee as fol-
iows : "Mr. i,-,i A ,..",..., of Hoptittat
villa, acted as best man, while Mies
*lice Davie, of Dotsonville, was maid of
honer, The bride looked stylish in
owe' purple cloth, and the groom in
conventional black. Numerom hand-
some presents were testimonials of their
popularity. After congratalations Mr.
and Mrs. Nuckola left for their future
home, at Bell's Station, Ky, where the
best 'rushes of their many friends folio
them for a safe voyage over the math-
cuonud sea.
+ t+
AFTER SALARY.---Oongressman Clardy
iatroduced a bili in Cangreeme Thursday
to pay Maj. S. R. Crumbaugh, of Hop-
loused' 5, as two months
sary as a Second Lieatenant in the
United States Army.
rest, formerly of Christian county, who
has so acceptably and ably filled the pul-
pit of the Gallatin Baptist church for
some time, has received a cell to the
pastorate of the Baptist church at
Waxahatchie, Tex., and will depart for
the place in about ten days.
Mn, Doak, who lives in the Oak
Grove vicinity, is much better. She
has been critically ill several week".
She is the mother of journalist H. N.
Doak, of Nashville
wiening. The e-lest and surest
to take Bell's Pine-Tar-
k guaranteed rough rein-
red y cvur,, • •ll others-teausr,
see. ,e rnueoes meno-
Z>ran,e lugs and respira-
tory ,r y• Invigorates the
who,-
Pine-Tar
Honey
eenteine the concentrated healia
virtues of old and
tried road lelnal aeon ts,
ifs...meted by a new
ellen tlfle rode& Is,
Stie and
osi iYncrioo. smoi go.
moods
Vb• Z. V- Ikriberlma
&Arno P••••••••
Alerts From Crofton, Bainbridge, Pembroke,
Menteomery, Cadiz and 0:her Places.
0-often.
Born to the wife of Mr Joe Clark, a
thirteen pound boy. mother sod child
are doing well.
Tne Sunday school herd' is their Iegeet
in many years.
Rev. Coleman filled his regrlar ap-
pointment thus %cede
The Pease sisters gave a perfoemance
here, this week, and aura, ted quite it
1 .rge audience.
Bainbridge.
Both Mr. William Barrese Mid hie
child are ill with pneum mitt fever.
L. T. Colley, a ho has been serene,:
with bone erysipelas, for the Intik TON
months his had his leg amputated be
three doctors from ilopkiroville.1 He is
doing as well as could be expecteE.
Mies Cora Walker, of Era, is stisiting
her granufather, Mr. Thos. H. Welker,
William Burn's child, who hae been
trick for some time, is atieut well,
The protrated meeting at Cave pring
closed this week. Tne bad N. esther in-
terferer' with the success of the ;meet-
ing.
Prombroe".
The R :view says: Our physicians
report the health of the commutity ae
tieing in better generally then for
several weeks past.
Mr Eugene Morrison is quite sick,
suffering with pneumonia. Soma fear
is expreseed by his friends, sat he is
quite ripe in years.
The little child of Mr. and Mrs. IFrank
Lacey, whicn has been Rick for 4nite a
while, is improving.
Miss Jennie West, of Hopkinsville,
will begin teaching here Monday.
Jeff Morris, son of our shoemaker,
Mr. "Buck" Morrison, is visitieg his
father this week. Jeff is likewise a
shoemaker and is running a shop in
Hopkinsville with much imecesn. 
Miss Lula Lacey, one of Hopkintiville's
charming young ladia,, was the guest
of Miss Mollie Williams, Sunder even-
ing and night .... Mrs. Frank Rich-
ardson has returned home after rth ex-
tended visit to Louisville.
Montgomery.
The Fall and Winter term of thopub
lie school here closed yesterday. 1ti
Miss Cavanaugh, of Christian o4unty,
has been here several days visitius her
sister, Mrs. Vaughn.
Some farmers have finished striping
tobacco. Others are rapidly preparing
the crops for market and burning plant
During the last four years there has
been a continual increase in tbo num-
ber of marriage licenses issued by
Trigg's County Clerk, In 1894 the now
her was sixty-two; in 1895, seventy-
two; in IS96, seventy-seven; in le97,
eighty-four.
Roaring Springs.
Mrs. Grace Crenshaw Dawson, the es
tiniable young wife of Mr Ft nt :Dew-
eon, died this week at her hoanel n sr
Roaring Springs. She had beon mar-
ried only one year. lehe was a daighter
of Mr. Thos. E. Crenshaw.
The County Clerk issued marriage li-
censee to Mr. I. Burnett Porter SIMI Miss
Lelia T. Dearing, Me. George S. !Robes,
and Idies Anna Guffy. The affair was a
double wedding and took place tester-
day afternoon as Mr. Porter's borne in
Roaring Spring district, Bay. 8 L. 0.
Coward officiating. Mr. Porter is a clev-
er young farmer and his bride is a
daughter of Esq Dearing. Mr. Robey
is a young Bennettstown farmer, and is
bride is a niece of Mr. Porter, haying
made her home with him for several
years.-Telephone.
tint brie.
The Guthrie Courier will resume pub-
lication next week.
L & N. Baggage Agent Charles Eeker
has been transferred from here to
Clarksville.
Dr. W. D. Menwether's residence Is'
nearly completed.
Capt F. M. Duffy and L P. Jackson
are both building new house,.
Rev. Miller; the Presbyterian minis
ter who has been preaching at theChris-
tian church for the past week, a ill con-
tinue his meetings another week.
The Second District Insani:y Singlo The Offer ings Ran Very Low
in Grade. LeadingClertrymen of
HIS FRIENDS REJOICE. CANDIDATE IS WANTED, SOME STATISTICS.
Majar Crumeaush ls km:eating Himselt
Wier the Duties of Hodfllee.
BLUE ON I HE DAT HE WA 7 APPOr TEO.
Thn ease of Major Crumbacieli proves
the adage that things ceinP to liim who
waits. His hundreds of Hopkiiisville
friends rijoice that his hopes have at
List been realized, but iii. generally re-
gretted shots it will be necessary for
him and his estimable family to Isaye
this city.
What He's Doing Now.
At the suggestion of Secretary Gage,
Mai Crumb:melt Thursday began at-
tendance upon the et met a it Supervis-
ing Inverters of Stearn Vessels, oshu
me now holding their re 'Alai ru.ering
in Washington. He 'ea, not atosit i in
official capacity, as he has lust yet been
confirmed by the Senate.
Maj. Crumbeugh is seieoclidly fisted
for the pleee. He is fi ot th
Naval Academy. Hi rat- ot et L. 'sigh
University unit was Prase et of South
Kentucky Coltege at Iete inevilie,
int:erten two years in the Leine-ion led al
School of Mines and Setae ' el` Legit ; re,
and bears ins' eestr• s o' A . ( E.
and LW. He has been delsgas-
eeveral Republienu Nattered Co: Yen-
lions and was an miter:el bleKtuley
Man.
The Cincinnati Iegeirao toils .e • see
lowing interestieg story III, tip. ut-
meat:
"The Maier was at thr Treesurs De
partment this morning telieg rether
blue over the delay and evelently fear-
ful lest Hanna should go back on the
deal, and, now that he heti been eleeted,
(lump him as he will be oblized to dump
huhdreds of others before he Vete
through the business of redeeming the
pledges he has made. In this ease,
however, the President took a persoeat
interest and assured t .e friends of
Crumbaugh that he should be taken
care of. The Maier first wanted to be
Supsrintendent of the Coast and
Geodetic Survey, but that MRS too hash
a mark; then he wanted to be Corumis-
siouer of Navigation, lout that is slated
for the E ist. Ile had a yearning desire
to locate in Washington and the Depart-
ment wished much to accommodate
him, for there was ielinential Lecke:es
behind Onatnbaugb. This riouited iii
an effort to dislodge that old veteran,
General Delmont, Supervising Inspector
General, but the old General bad too
much of a pull and refused to be dis-
lodged.
Salary About the Hems
Then Msjer Cruesbough was per-
suaded to accept the Cinciunati place.
the salary of :which is fil,000 a year,
only $L00 leas than the compensation of
the Chief of the whole service. The
Meter is happy temight, and as soon as
he Is confirmed he will start for home
to assume the duties of his office.
- 
-- 
-  - -
PLENTY OF FOOD.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Seattle, Wash., Jan. 24.--People collo
tug out from the Klondike country say
there is plenty of food at Dawsou to last
till navigation is opened. Government
relief is aleo declared impracticable. A
committee is on its way to Ottawa to
Ottawa to ask the Canadian Govern-
ment to revoke the royalty clause.
[SPECIAL TO SEW MU]
Cincinnati, 0., Jell. 24. -Severe a inds
and gales prevailed over a large (section
of Ohio yesterday, the velocity being
greater at Cies/Maud, where over seven-
ty miles an hour was attainel. The
storm a-as severe on Lake Erie. A bliz-
zard struck Eastern Wiscorsiu, paraly•
ing railway and other traffic at Milwau-
kee.
ESPECIAL ro NEW mod
Key West, Fin, Jan. 24.-The United
States battleships New Pork, Indiana,
Massachusetts, Iowa and Texas have
arrived off the bar at Key West and
have been joined by the Maine, Mont
Romer), and Detroit and the torpedo
boatel Cashing and Dupont. The fleet
will leave this morning for Dry Tortu-
gas. It is said that extra guards hate
The Paducah Register announces the
following list of probable, possible and
r.:Ittel.:r0 fw• (sengreas in
the I: C. K. Wheeler.
011ie James, John K. Hendrick, James
Garnett, Tom Corbett, W. S. Bishop.
Henry George. Bill Reed and Dennis
Mot quot.
Elkton.
The question of the public roads of
Todd county and the mouey being ex- ite
pended upon them continues to be is
live topic in and about Elkton. Road
Supervisor G. E. Stokes has just flied I
his report of expenditures for Min with
the Fiscal Court, which amounts to the
handsome sum of $23,2110 83. To the
figures must be addesi the overplus from
Last year of $2,896 61, making a grand
total of $26,157,46 for road purpoies.
Fairview.
The Eagle says: Tobias Wright, liv
Ing near here, had the misfortune to
break one of his fingers while unloading
wood from a wagon.
Mr. Ad B. Wilkins and others of the
neighborhood have purchased material
to build a new fence around the old
Goshen graveyard, and the work will
be done at once.
There will be an entertainment at the
Fairview 'drool house, by the school.
Friday, Jan. 28, exercises to begin at
6:30 o'clock p. m.
---- --
IN OLDEN TIKES
People overlooked the importance of
permanently beneficial effects and were
satisfied with transient action; but now
that it is generally known that 8yrup of
Figs will permanently overcome hub'.
trial constipation, well-informed people
will not buy other laxatives, which act
for a time, but finally injure the system
Buy the genuine, made by the Oalifor-
nis Fig Syrup Co.
ORATORY.-It is probable tt at
there will be much more Cuban oratory
t
in the House this week.
Nitmerarms of 
all the pain
andsicknessfrote
which wome s
suffer Is cause..: se 4014,
by weakness or pOz
derangement In tes1
the organs of
menstruation. 4eAs 4
Near 1 y always
when a woman Is not wee Leese
organs are affected. But when
they are strong and healthy a
woman Is very seldc sick.
Is nature's provision for the regu-
lation of the menstrual function.
It cures all "female troubles.- It
b equally effective for the girl in
her teens, the young wife with do-
mestic and maternal cares, and
the woman approaching the period
known as the " Change of Life."
They an need IL They are all
benefitted by le
Per advice In cases requiring mead
dtrectlons. address, riving symptoms,
h. '• Ladles Advisory Department.'
The Chatisnooga Medicine Co. Chefs-
': soap. Tenn.
J4.1 .AJS
ENOS. 1. COOPER, Tupelo, mu., oryst
"My Osier suffered from eery Irregular
and painful menstruation and doctors
could not roars bar. Wine of Cardul
entirely cured her and alao helped my
mother Wog. the Gayle of We."
C.
°warm to Crumbaush.-A Punier About At the Western Asylum Most Of the Male The Priers ire Irregular. But Thus Far They
-Old Clover Blossom e Patients are Unmarti-d. Show No Decline.
Since the Demarrate are about decided
that Judge Fletcher Dempsey wont be a
candidate for Congress, aunt that Col.
Henry D. Allen, of Ulli0O, will, writes
a Hopkins county correspondent, the
Republicans are stirring around to get
their fenees up anti rosily for another
go in the Second district.
It is said the leaders genie lase to
h sire Col. Liget Sebree or Collector
Fr nk 4 or J Age George Jolly enter the
race, but they will probably not mead-
er it, and it is next suggested that the
younger men who have not acted as
sacrifices should be put to the fore.
The name of Mr. Ben T. Lobinson,
who has been a member of the County
Onnonitte, toed local offices at Morton's
Gap, and um& good races for State
I :Sem:tor, Sureent at Arms of the Senate
: aud other 1.1aCCR, is suggested by his
incises, a he think he will make a good
race.
- 0-
Just A EIt•ff.
Alta Crutittiangh, of Hopkinsville,
Ky., whose nomination for Supervising
Inspector of Steam Vessels fur the Ciro
eine to eiserespilei3sas been Fent to the
Se itete, wilt ae. ed for confirmation
by Senators El.:ins and Feulkeer on the
grounds of tocompeteuey. It is said
Etkius has a canilidate of his own in
West Virgolia.-Washington note in
to-day's Dispatch.
- o-
Olardy For Gov.]: ni,r.
Frankfort telegram :- The political
chatters are meeting nightly now and
the rumor catchers can fiud much to di-
gest in their every eveuing gatherings
Of course the gubernatorial race is of
overshailowing importance, and has
come to the front because of Maj. John-
son's virtual announcement of his can-
did:et y at Lexingtan Saturday night I
heard host night that Dr. Clardy wits
again to try his hand at running for !heal
big notuination, and for that reason
wouldn't la in the Congressional strug-
gle in the &coed district.
-0--
Thinks It's Allen.
The Owenstoro hies/J.-tiger thinks the
anhouncement of the Hon. J. F. Demp-
sey not to be a candidate for Congress
to succeed Dr. Clardy will leave the
track opeu to Mr. Allen, of Uuioti.
--0-
Seould Roll out.
Now that Sapp and Franks have been
confirmed, and Maj. Crurubilugh has
got a job, there is no valid reason why
prosperity should not roll out in chunk,.
-Owensboro Messenger.
-o -
Franks Denies It.
Collector E. T. Franks denies that he
las formulated a plan for evading the
evil service rules and appointing Re-
publicans to places in his district now
held by Democrats, says an Owensboro
dispatch. He selys he will observe the
law, but will certainly put in Republi-
cans wherever he can lawfully do so.
Regarding the political rumor connect-
ing his name and that of Collector Sapp
u a general raid on Democratic office-
ielders in the Revenue service, he says
lie can only speak for himself, aud that
his own course a ill be as indicated in
he premises. Notwithstanding Collec-
tor Franks' statement. Republican of-
fice seekers have become very much
more active atel coutideut of late.
-o--
Gets In Hot Water.
The Representative from Webster
county hiss gotten himself into trouble
by voting for Dr. Andrew Sargent's
separate coach bill. A correspondent to
the Louisville Poet wire% his paper:
atepresentative Perkins, by voting
with the Republics-in to repeal the sep-
arate coach law, has raised the indigna-
tion of his friends over the county. One
leader of the Populist party said to your
correspondent this morning that he was
in favor of petitioning Perkins neve; to
return to Webster comae's soil again.
'-It looks now as if there will be sever-
e' indignation meetings held to demand
Mr. Perkins' to stick to the people who
sleeted lien."
- - - -
IN THE HOUSE.
[Suntelet, TO NEW ERA]
Washington, Jan. 26 -The House
program for this week includes little of
interest beyond the limits of the Dis-
trict of Columbia.
Almost the entire week will be de-
voted to the District of Columbia ap-
propui-ation bill is expected the In-
dian appropriat em bill, the considela-
tion of which was began Saturday, will
be completed to-day. The only item in
the bill which is likely to cause mach
of a contest is that providing for the
leasing of the Gilsouite beds of the Un-
comahgre reservation in Utah.
This provision was beaten in the last
Indian bill and will be stubbornly con-
sume the remainder of the week.
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 24. -Lemael
Lewis, colored, teed from fright during
the storm last Saturday night. May
Hackett and Manuel Ray, also colorer',
fainted. Many of the colored citizet s
of Louisville thought "the judgement
day has come.
Louisville, Ky., Jan 24.-It was
shown yesterday that the Air Line
trestle that gave way in New Albany
yesterday morning and caused the
death of two men had been weakened
by some barges that ha I been violently
knocked against the pier by the severe
wind-storm Saturday night. The body
of Brakeman Thomas Miller was recov-
ered yesterday.
THE REVeRSE IS TRUE OP' THE ItCMEN.
It is no .v said that merriage tenets to
prevent insanity ill men anti to produce
it in women. Authorities on lunacy
are being quoted to show that wedlock
is a good thing for men and a bad thing
for women.
At the Western A ss um.
Statistics from the Western Kentucky
Asylum for the Insane seem to bear out
this theory. The bachelors are decided-
ly more numerous than the niarried
men, a hilt- a majority of the female pa-
tients are, or have been, married.
Some pheeicians even go so far as to
claim that ninety per cent. of the in-
sanity it along men is caused by the neg-
lect of marriage. An Eeste ru expert
advocates a law compelling all men to
marry I.:lissom the ages of nineteen end
thirty-five years. In slit cial ease" he
would extend the linat to forty-five
years. lie declares a young man, v. h-
out the restraint of marriage is a round-
ing cantiodste for A mad house.
'fins same expert says it is very easy
to see why marriage is a great safeguard
against insanity. It is a restraint, an
anchor Marriage means a responsibili-
ty, and it means an escape valve for
worry. Sympathy lightens grief, and
worry and grief cio more toward fiiiing
the madhouses of the country than all
other et inbiued causes.
A nterried maul has soinethieg to
think shout-a great deal to think
ab-ut, the comic papers would have us
believe-and this mine sense of reepon-
sibility keeps him from being what you
might all -flighty " A young man
without steadying (eta:lemma of a flinti-
ly, unit ses he is vastly tilfferent from
most (deer young men of these bustling
end-of-the century tine s, is irritable
and re those He smokes, drinks and
keep la•e tours. One excess leads to
another and the mid is only a pi -scion
of time.
PURELY pERSONAL.
_
HAS STRUCK LUCK.—A letter of is re-
vet date received here from W. D. Me-
Comb roses that he has suet boucle 1 a
good eaying gold mate that he has been
working for 'several years under the dis-
&stymie-gee of poverty and inexperience
for a good binge suns in cash with a
royalty of ten per cent of the eurningt.
He hies ale° two other good paying
Many old raiz ins will remember the
genial, fun -loving "Dudley," and can
hardly imagine the hard times of which
he writes, and the fortitude he dim-pay-
ed in chase of Dame Fortune, bat the
fickle goddess comes usually to him who
works cud
For some years Mr. IlleConib has
delved and looked and washed-not on-
ly gold dust, but dirty linen as well.
His old friende congratulate him and
wish hen continued prosperity and a
speedy return to his old home.-A
FRIEND.
t
MR. LONG APPOINTED--Gov. Braeler
has appiuted Mr Edward B. Long,Pri -
indent of the City Bank, a delegate to
the Commercial Congress which meets
at Troupe, Florida, Feb. 8.
+ + t
A PASTORAL PRINCE.--Mr. Chas. F
Jarrett is in receipt of a very iuteresting
letter, and a haudpornely gotten up lit
tle biographical volume from Santa
Barbara, Calle rim, giving the life ef
Joseph Wright Coop( r. Mr. Cooper
wax 1 oru on the Campbell Cave
farm near firpkinstelle January 4,
1826. He moved with his fathera fami-
ly while a boy to Missouri and from
there wentao California in 1849 and has
been a resident ranchman in that
State until lei is now 72 years old, hav-
ing attained honors anti great wealth.
As the years sweep by, and the
shadows grow long, his heart yearns
for laPthe tiding from his old home,
some word of recognition and remem-
branee from some old schoolmate or
play fellow he can still remember only
as boys.
On the lamas page of the cover of the
book is this writing in a crampai and
aged hand, trembling with the a-tight
of seventy-two years.
"This little book is sent to Christian
connty, Ky., to be read by any of my
old echoolruates, if any are still livng,
with compliments of Joseph Wright
Cooper, Santa Barbara, Cal., Dee. 27,
1897 "
Mr Jarrett has the book and will
take pleasure in putting into the hinds
of anyone who remembers this gentle
hearted old Califoritian.
This letter calls to remembrance
many ef the old time pioneer families
who have been almost entirely swept
away by the tide of time, and only re-
membered by such a few that it is hard
to tied them.
Mr. Cooper yearningly craves some
written acknowledgement from some
boyhood playmate, who can say he re-
members him. We are almost old
enouteh to iv deretand that as age creeps
on this desire grows stronger. We
hop • some one will be foued to write
the old gentleman.
-Cousinuniented.
All The World's Awheri.
—
The amount of capital invented in the
manufacture of bicycle tires in the
United states is estimated by an ex-
change at l8,000,000, the number of per-
sons employed at 3,000, and the number
of tires produced aim ually at 4,000,000
The New York Teams say.: The pub-
lisation of the entire let of 9;6,000 pen-
mime-ate name in a newspaper woo dl be
impracticable. Neighborhood publica-
tion is the only ( ffective method. If in
wiry paten.* there were posted the
names of all pensieners receiving their
mail at that office with the amount of
their pensions, all the neighbors of the
rensioner would be informed that his
name was on the last and that he drew
a certain woothly sum. If it wits die-
covered that a robust fellow was on the
list at the total disability rate the freed
would be Meth nay apparent.
is not much out of a lifetime, lint to
a business man it may mean the I- es
cf a valuable opportunity. When
temporarily crippled with any pain
or weakness, for which an active and
effective external remedy is needed,
nothing is an treat worthy an Johnson's
Belladonna Plaster. It touches the
spot and gives the welcome relief. It
is made to succesel-not merely to
sell. Lmok fur the Red Cross on all
the genuNe.
JOHNSON It JOHNSON,
Manufseturing Chemise, New York,
THE COUN7kY MARKET (POE ACTIVE.
The tobacco receipts last wee k were
115 tilids, offeriege 123, rejsctions 42,
sales (public and private)41 lihrim. The
offerings lust week ran vi-my low in
grade and only a few hogeheads of new
were (.1Teresl.
A Little Easier.
! The old was mostly low lugs mei the
neirket was a Itttle 011SIt r. The me vc
was nearly till iii 'bed order and ran low-
in ;snide. PriCeF are irregular, but
show no del:little and the tobaceo its
bought mostly by rehandlers and epeen-
' home
Prieee are high as campared to old,
especially on Vet common ;seeder, but
are Fall lower than muutry prier's.
The cautery merket Is active and
prices very tit ni, with steady buying on
the pert of all buyers. Quotetiolis are
still for old :
A Few Quotations.
"Frost lugs $20(2 50; common lugs
.12.9:5(d 25; medium lugs fte feee 4 251
lgood lugs $4.500s4.75 ; fine logs Vieth 50
low leaf $50 6.30; common leaf $Sai 8 50;
finerolceliut,t Pi leaf eel° 50; DO better of-
Mrs. Susan Rill( Ws Sudden Death Si
Cad .a Saturday.
--
Mrs. finnan Elliott, aged gx,y•three,
who had friends and kiiisman in. this
city, a-as suddenly taken with epilepsy
at Cadiz Saturday looming, and died
that afternou at 3 oh•lock.
She was largely connected in Trigg
county, but leaves nmfamily of her ow n.
DEATH OF ?SRI. FRANK OWEN,
An Estimable Lads Passe 0.‘"kway at liar
Home in Graz.:ey.
Mrs. Frank Owen died Saturday at
her home in araery after an i limes of
sea Tel weeks' duration.
She was loved by a large circle of ac-
gnaintances for her limey made traits
of character and her (teeth causes leech
sanity/. She wine sbeint twenty five
years old and wan a member of the Pro-
teriau church. She leaves a six-year-
old ion auu a bereaved husband who
have the earnest sympathy of a host of
friends in the lees.
ARILESIEU AT GoLDEN POND.
John Flora Geis in Jail. and Then Gets
Out A..hia.
John F. Flora, a young man of Gol-
den Pond, Trigg county, W tar; brought in
curly last night by Deputy United States
Marshal LaRue on the Oumberlaud
river t oat and committee' to jail on a
charge of violating the revenue laws,
rays the Padueah sun.
This forenoon he was given a prelim
inary hearing before United Stets% Com-
missioner Puryear at the government
tmetling ate' acquitted, there being no
evidence agate to him.
Mi and Illr• Arthur Henry Entertain a
Few of Their TOUllg Friends,
On Friday eventirg Mr. and Mrs. Ar-
thur Henry enter-oohed a few of their
young friends at their hospital home
near Newsteati. Elegant retie Aliments
were Serve.' and ad tholes that were for-
tunate enough to attend had a very
pleasant time.
Missies -
Jennie Barr,
Louise Methanshan Lee Sypert,
The Damen Nance, Addle Bread( i
Bettie Knight, Cornelius Chambers
Edna Shroeper.
1.a:isnr:t-t.Jonee, Will Claudle,
Frank Holloway, Dr. Stone,
Will W Mose, Wel Adeock,
n K eight,Jim Carter,
Harry Gaines, Jack \V at,
Toni WI se
The chaperon. a were: Mr. and Mrs
'leery, Mr. mid Mee Mason, Mr. and
Mrs. T. S. Winfroe, Mr. Ed Jones.
Bucklen's Anima Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts
Bruise" Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Totter, Chapped Han is,
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup
tams, and putittIVely Cured Pete, or toi
pay required. It is guaranteed to OS*4-
ifrrfected mantas-tem ur money routes
ed. Price 25c per box. For toile by h
U. Hamm ale
--
PREVENTED -The threatened anti-
Dret fire demonstration in Paris yeste•-
day was preveuted by the authorities-
only with great cafRi rely.
T. A. Sloelim. M.('., the Great Chemist at d
bielentist, will Send Free, to the Afflic-
ted. Thri 4. 1111411es of Ills Newly
Discos ''red Remedies to
consumption anti All
Ltitig Trouhlt.,
Like Goldsmith's parson alio
Ti id each art, reproved each dull Co-lay,
Allured to brighter worlds and led tile wyt
great preachers through the eountrs
have been the most untiring and earn-
est in telling the truth about Pnitnee eel-
ery compound, iii urging sick people to
use it, and at the balite time they them-
es Ives have employed the gnat remedy
in their own homes with n snits that
have steadily kept up their faith in its
health-giving pow-era.
It is significant that Peine's celery
compound stand's alone as the one rem-
edy that is freely toad in the homes not
may of clergymen, but of all liberally as
well as professionally educated men;
physicians, ;awyers, school teachers and
others, while (very other remedy pur-
porting to accomplish (qual results, is
promply shown the door.
No elms of men have the public good
so disiuterestedly at heart as clergymen;
none others see PO intimately the affairs
of so many homes. It Is their business
to know the sad side sorrows tied suffer-
ings. As confident, confessor and con-
forter they learn the truth as even the
physician often Nile to do.
And clergymen recammend Paine's
celery compound wherever they enter a
home where some member needs a gen-
eral building up of the bode, a pnrify-
ing of the blood and a streegthening of
A K . $
HAIR BALEA
resares Lad hearthilif eerie&
l'rus.,.4*/ • In..xtirmet rev&
aster Pane to Barnes-.0.1.1r 14 his Youthful Color.
(Amu welp Canon a ea, tutUnh,
a end 1.40 at `r j
COOK BOOK
I' ilirog how to prepare many
sit lictste and delicious diAce
A ildrees. Li-big Co., P.O. Ilos 21115,Ncw Yolk
Nothing could le fairer, more Wen-
throw or carry more joy to the stifle-
OA, than the offer of e. A. Slocum, K.
, of Itel Pearl street, New York City
Confident that he has diaxwered an
absolute cure for cousamptiyu and all
pulmonary couiplsiuts, and to make its
great merits known, he will send, free,
three betties of niediciur, to any reader
of the NEW Ens who is suffering from
hest, bronchial, throat and lung troll-
ies or consumption.
Already this "new scieutifio course of
mediciue" has permanently cured thou-
muds of apparently hopeless Cast's.
The Doctor eonsiders is his religions
duty-a duty which he owes to human-
ity-to donate his infallible cure.
Offered freely, is. enough to commend
it, and more so is the perfect confidence
of the great cheirist making the proto-
siti°",He has proved the dreaded consump-
tion to be a curable disease beyond any
doubt.
There will be no mistake in Pending'
-the mistake will be in overlooking thei
generous invitation. He has on tile in!
his American and European laboratories
teetimonials of experince from those
cured, in all parts of the world.
Don't delay until it is too lett. Ad-
dress T. A. Slocum, M. 0 ,9i Pine St.,
New York, and when writing the Doc- !
tor, please give express and post-office
address and mention reading this article
wed-ltpw-IyiIn the NEW BRA.
F
Ellzkrotey'y Enstlyik Meowed Roust
ENNYROYAL PILLS
OytrinaJ end 0.17 Clen.ylue.
SAIL. W.'s,' rt:sabia. LILL" aft
Dranui am CItt.t•Asarr • I .44
wove. I linotd t Aod 1, .14 a.-rt.u..,
.5.05.d u,h as.. r04...a. Take
ether. A.-,Stlf 14*.yreaso oristAtttto•
•01•• ..4 oulf..01411.. it Dtagr AL Of walla.
O tm portioalars, katue-amay sae
•• Realer for 14411.••." mime'. by weeny
Mali. 10,004 1,-.144.1als. Name Papa.
ebirty..terldycealealf,Y-Madtmoy flare
Slag PIIILADA.. PA,
Even. Denomination Use
tired nerves.
Another great preacher, the Rev. S.
Domer, pastor ef St. Paul's English
Lutheran churl, Washington, D. C.,
says:
Washingt4n, D. 0., May 15, 1897.
Richardain, & Co.,
Gentlemen--Ellave taken Paine's cel-
ery compound sae tonic and am pleas d
to certify that Bohr as I have been able
to test iii have rund it quite satisfac-
tory. ours very truly.
SSt. Pall:BEng. LU Dth°lt. OhE'urcR b.
It cannot be repeated too often that
the stomach is ciao fountain which sup-
plies every part clf the body. If the sto-
mach is sick, the braiu, heart, liver,
bowels and kidnlys are all sick- The
felt in one spot; it
may be in the mach itself, or it may
be in the brain, br in the rheumatic
muscle. It will be felt in the weakest
place". Paine's lielery compound is ful-
ly competent to teorrect all such disor-
dered conditionelof the stomadh, and to
restore a healthy hearty tone that will
enable it to meek every demand made
upon it by heel-worked brain, heart
and nerves.
A dyspeptic sthmach cannot furnish
sweet healthy clapme, as the
food is called, buil acids and poisoneus
gu-es, end the bibin and nerves teas
CALIFORNIA
NEW ORLEANS
in connection with the Southern Pacific
Through Weekly
Tourist Sleeping Car
Leaving CinciunpAl and Louisville on I.
C. R. R.m 
Limited" 
f t "NewLi
EVERY THURSDAY
for Log Angela! and San Francisco
without change. The Limited also con-
nects at New Oiffenus daily with Ex-
press train for the Pacific Ocast, and on
Tuesdays and Siuurdays (after Jan. 4,
18081 with the
Sunset L mited Annex
of the Southern Paretic. giving special
through service 4o San Francisco. Per-
tieuars of Agenes of the I. C. R. R.
and connecting fines.
S. G. HATCH, Dit.PITSS.A121,CITICinnatt•
J. A. Seorr, Divi Pasts. Agt, Idempea
I A. H. HANSON, 4. P. A., Chicago.
W. A. KELLOND, A. G. P. A., Louisville
get poison insteac of f not
food swallowed, but fosse saei digested
that prodnoee flesh and icxxi Paine s
celery compound distpoftes the body to
take on flesh. It makes tar' breath
sweeter, the strength more enduring,
the body plumper and the spirits better.
Dyspeptics and n erv ou sickly per-
sons, whose whole lieie are a feecire.
both as to enmyment and usefulness.
ought to learn how closely their detail::
ty, aches and pains depend on their
general run-down conuition, and that
toe sensible, lasting cure can only come
from holding up their general health
and constitution. Thu Is the general
mission of Paine's c.elery teompouud It
cures neuralgia, rheumatism, emir:rich
troubles, blood disestee and headaenes
by :this enlightened, broad treatment
Pure blood and plenty of it. quiet, satis-
factorily fed nerves and a condition of
the brain that makes sound, sweet
sleep a safe-guard against it'd nervous
troubles come when Paine's celery com-
pound is used.
If you are "played out Sc use a for-
cible street phrase, can t digest, can's
work and have lost courage, Paine e cel-
ery compound will show itself to be the
beet friend you ever had It will ena-
bleyou to forget your stomach, and will
do for you what it has done for to many
-there-make you seam a healthy, ac-
tive man or woman
Extracted without pain for
50 cents with vitalized air.
A Fula, aim OF TErriEt $7.
Teeth inserted without
plate.
Old sad Broken Down
Natural teeth made as good
as new. Crown and bridge
work a specialty. All
work guaranteed at
Summers Building,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Office Over Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE. KENTUCKY
In Supposing th4t you will need some
This motIth, we would like to see yot
Special care in the selection of our go
please you with the quality of our st,
selected stock of Harness and Sa
entire attention to this line, and for
at 203 South Blain St. We have taken /,
ds this fall, and are confident that we can 40-1
ek. We not only carry largest and best zr
dlery in the city, but we devote our
tat reason we can
Don't fail to se our line of L R BES. We
these goods went into effect and caul save you 35
and show you more different patternsithan all other
Remember, we are here please yoll, and it is no
bought before the tariff on
per cent. on your purchase,
houses in, the city combined.
trouble to show our goods.
*eel-zee:in
nee
nee ee"
.re esee
stsf
eeen eeenne ven-elnenee
THE NEW1ERA• Did it ever occur to you that the old
maid is always a matchless wolnan?
-PUBLISHED lily_
N e w Era Printing & Publish'g Co
HUNTER 'moo, President
OFFICE:-New Era Building, Seventh
Street near Main, HopkineeriIle, Ky.
$1.00 A YEAR.
/111110elved at the postofilce tm HoplOnsville
$G second-class mall matter
Friday, January 48, 1898.
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ADVERTISING RATES:-
One inch, first insertion
Oue loon, I, {10 month.  
One Inc ii, three nionths
One inch, six months.  ..... V 00
One loch, one year  .. 15 00
Additional rates may be bd by applica-
tion at the Miter.
Transient advertistng must be paid for in
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
illOilected quarterly.
All advertisements inserted without wee-
Ified Utile will be ch.:aged fuf until ordered
out.
Announcements of M•rriagles and Deaths.
not exceeding five and notices of
prattehlng published gratis.
Obituary Notices, kesolutlens of Respect.
and other similar notices, rive cents per line.
  $ I 50
Sot
 605
- 
CLUBBING RATES:-
The WEEKLY Nsw ESA anti the following
paper one year:
Weskty Clneineinnati Enquirer  si 50$swl-Weekiy$t. Louis Republic  1 75
asant-Weiskin Globe- Democrat,.  175
ilitease and t arm . . •  I
Wevaltly Louisville Dispatch , I to
Ladles Duane Journal
Twice-a-R erk Cocrier-dournial . 1 rm
Tr -Weekly New York World . I do
Special clubbing rates with any magazine
or newspaper published in the United States
COURT DIRECTORY.
Criterrt Coyne-First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
ten tHTERLY Oorate-Second Mondays
in . see, April, July and October.
novas-First Tuesday in April
eober.
C. sTY Courr-First Monday in every
month.
ErrPlease examine the
date on the margin of
your paper. If your time
has expired call and pay
your subscription.
NEW ERA CO.
According to recent poste' regulations
Government experiment stations will
be allowed to send postal franks to all
farmers to whom they supplied seeds by
the use of which they can send through
the mails free of charge packages of
beets not exceeding fear pounds in
weigh;.
The Supreme Court of California has
decided that under certain circum-
stances a wife may be compelled to sup-
port her husband. The decision was
tendered in the case of an aged and in-
firm spouse who was deserted by his
wife. The wife was ordered to pay the
husband $24 a month.
It is said that the wood in a sample
thst-class, modern, up-to-date, luxurious
passenger car takes 2,840 feet of poplar
wood, 3,434 of ash, 1,100 of white pine,
3,3150 of yellow pine, 450 feet of hickory,
100 cherry, 700 of Michigan pine, e00 of
oak and 437 of maple.
A rt-cent report in Kentucky says
that two brothers living near Harrods-
burg look so much alike that they can't
be told apart. One of them joined the
Baptist church. and when about to he
immersed found that he had no clothes
suitable, and gave his brother ten cents
to be baptized in his place.
It's dark. It's cola. It's hot. Mos-
quitoes as big as croton bugs. Ground
frosen solid 40 feet deep. Not enough
food for even the dogs. No pretty girls
Scurvy. Typhoid fever. Some geld
duet for the lucky ones-if they dou't
die grubbing for it. That's winter in
the Klondike.-New York Press.
- 
- -
The last message of the ,President of
the State of Rio de Janeiro shows that
the production of coffee in that State is
steadily decreasing. In the ten years
from 1880 to 1890 the average annual
production was 116,569,81e kilos, in the
live years from 1890 to 1e9S it was 73,-
912,400, and in the crop year 1e95-96 it
was 71,599,141.
The way Americans flock after Euro-
peans who come over hernafter dollars
is simply remarkable. MOSE any Eu-
ropean who will do something for which
he gets in jail or even in the police
court and then have the matter, together
with his photograph, telegraphed to the
New York newspapers can then come
to the United States and make a tour
that will bring him in a herniae.
The objection to Attorney General
McKenna on the ground of being too
mall a man to put upon the Supreme
bench was the smallest of all the objec-
tions urged against his appointment. If
that had been all, the people could have
stood it all right, because there have
been men of small mental caliber on
that bench before-there are men of
that kind now-but the trouble with
McKenna is that he is not, only small.
but is not to be trusted, for his record as
a United Statea Circuit Judge-during a
long term on the bench-shows
that he was never known to
render a decision in favor of
an individual when there happened to
be a big corporation on the other side of
the case. McKenna belongs to the cor-
porations ;-that was the :otjection to
him, and that objection alone should
have kept President McKinley from
even considering him fir the cflice.
President McKinley is rather slow in
doing his duty, or at least part of his
duty. In sending the cruiser "Maine"
to Cuba he did only what he ought to
have done on the day of his inangura-
tiOn. If a lot of American citizens had
beea murdered in Cuba at any time
since Mr. McKinley's term, of office be-
gan he would, morally, have been per.
actually responsible for their death. That
wen a big responsibility forl him to bear
jait for the sake of the "Money
-liege" of
Wan etreet, whe care abacilutely noth-
ing for the honor and good , nnuie of the
nation nor for the safety of It citizeus
residing in foreign hinds, but would fa-
vor the most degrading and humiliating
public policy conceivable if by doing so
they wo-ald be enabled to get their
clutches on a few ;more mill-
ions of the people's moneyer It is dis-
greeefal for the President to be the tool,
the abject slave of such a: gang. The
people of the country at !afire, however,
have Attie right to complain, for they
elected McKinley knowing full well
that he was the property of the gang
and was being run by the prang that had
put its money into the campaign with
the Assurance that in cam of Republi-
can success it should be allowed to rob,
to plunder the public for the following
four years. The gang has disgraced the
nation in the Cuban matter.
How'. This?
We offer one hundred dollars reward
for any OW of catarrh that can not be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
. J. ORKNEY & CO.,
Toledo, 0.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and be-
lieve him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by their firm.
West & Truax, wholesale druggists,
Toledo, 0.
Welding, Kin nan & Marvin, wholesale
dr waists , Toledo, 0.
Hall's Catarrh Care is taken internal-
ly, acting directly upon the Morel and I
mucous surfaces of the system. Tieta- ;
menials sent free. Price 7.3 cents per I
bottle. Solckeby all druggieen
Hall's Family Pills are the best, I
•
The editor who remarked that about
the only thing sold at a churen fair was
the public had evidently just retuaned
from one.
It is urged that Cassius Nt. Clay,
General .Longstreet and Ignetis Don-
nelly hold a convention and decide up-
on a policy.
It is still noticeable that, despite the
claims of the Diegleyites, Mr. Reed's
House is kept busy passing urgency de.
ficieucy bills.
It is a mistake to conclude that law-
yers are necessarily fond of cats because
they are always looking for domething
in the fee-line.
_ 
-
It may be true that figures *ever lie,
but nobody can deny that a Republican
Administration can make a 'Treasury
statement look mighty strange even to
a good business man.
To say that some people have more
money than brains should by no means
be considered a sign that they are weal-
thy, for that can be said of eome people
who have hardly more than enough
money to pay for a glass of beer.
When the 200-mile6-an-honr trains
plauned by the electric wizaril. Testa,
begins toeun Hopkinsville peopee will
be able to read New York newspapers
almost before the ink gets drylon them.
Tee train, though, will not begin to run
this week.
Prof. Nansen can testify to the fact
that the Americans are tne Inherit peo-
ple on earth to humbug, and also that
they really seem to like to be ;Ihumbug-
ged-tee bigger the bug doingithe hum-
ming the better satisfied they seem to
be.
If the present Legislatureladjourns
without passing a law that will greatly
cheapen school books no man who is a
member of it should ever be elected to
another office of any sort in the State,
for no friend of the people, no man who
believes in justice could fail to be alive
to the rights of the people in this mat-
ter where hundreds of thousaad of dol-
lars ale every year stolen from them by
a foreign trust.
From the reports of the Interstate
Commerce Commission it is shown that
the average rate received in the United
States per passenger per mile in leee
was 2.349 cents per mile. The average
rate per mile in 1R96 was 2.0:10 cents.
The average rate for freight per ton per
mile in leS8 was 1-001 cents per ton,
while in 1896 it was only ene cents per
ton. These large reductions have been
brought about by competition, but the
losses have been made up by increased
traffic tied the cheapening of .the man-
ner of hiindling business.
A neat way of swindling the postof-
fice has been discovered in Belgium. A
strip of thin, transparent paper is pasted
over the postage stamp. When the let-
ter reaches its destination the: paper is
removed and the stamp is spotless. That
is a very slew way to make money, but
there are, however, a class of people
who care notning about, the value of the
stamp and only like to feel that they
have beaten the Governmelit out of
something, no matter how much.
"Senator Hanna's election is a
triumph of the cause of sound money,"
proelawas 'the organs of Hannaism.
That's true, of course it's true, the pub-
lic was aware of that fact all along,
though jest how much "sound money"
was needed to viudicate the "Ouse" is
a detail that will develop late, that is
if the Legislative Inveegatiug Commit-
tee ever find. the stolen tiles of the
Western Union Telegraph bow" -
and succeed in making "certain" 1.
liners talk, in comparison to
tattles the seven labors of .11i icules
dwindle into absolute insignineelice.
The mr.ch married Bates of Chicago,
who was lately convicted of being a
eeven•times bigamist, has protnised his
mother that he will never speak to any
woman but her after his pepitentiary
sentence is served. But how can
Bates depend upon silence to pave him
from the fair sex? The triel showed
that women just naturally : took to
Bates and would marry himand that
they would continue to do lso if he
should become deaf, dumb and blind.
Bates' ouly hope seems to bst to hide
where no female can possibly find him.
Poor Bates-it was bad enough to
have to put up with seven wives, but to
be put in the penitentiary in addition
makes :his lot a truly unhappy one.
Women all over the country will sym-
pathize with poor Bates.
The legislative session is now almost
half over and still nothing has been
done in regard to the passage of a law
that will put an end to the robbery of
the public 1;iy the school book trust. It
will be an outrage if the session is al-
lowed to end without the passage of
such a law. The trouble is that the peo-
ple have paid to little attentiota to the
matter, and that is a strange fact. One
would naturally suppose that the peo-
ple would be alive to the importance of
any matter that would save them
hundreds or thousands of dollars
each and every year-money that
they are now aud have for many years
been giving to the trust, for the books
have not been worth half what they
have had to pay for them. The people
should insist on their legislators taking
them out of the power of the trust, and
if they will do SO and keep on doing so
it will be done before the session ends,
otherwise it will not. Everynpenion in
the State who Wm any influenee should
at once write to his Representative and
Senator and write in emphatic terms,
at that, for they were sent to the Leg-
islature to attend to the peo-
ple's business. This idea of legisletors
sitting by in silence and teeing every
family in the State robbed eery year
by a trust-and a foreign trust, at that
-and doing nothing to stop it when
they could so easily do it is ad outrage
and the public ought to raise k row tun
til they will be afraid to remain longer
inactere. Other States' Legislatures
protect their people, and ours phould be
made to do likewise.
There IA no joy in this wcrlef equal to
the happiness of motherhood. A wo-
mates health beher dearest pOssession.
Good looks, 'good times, happiness, love
and its continuance, depend on her
health. Almoseall of the sicikness of
women is traceable directly or 'indirect-
ly to some derangement of tble organs
distinctly feminine. Trouble* of this
kind are often neglected becatuie a ye:7
ustural and proper modesty keeps wo-
men away from physicians, wine° 'nide-
tenee upon examination and local treat-
ment is generally as useless as it is com-
mon. Dr. Pierce's Favorite fereserip-
tion will do more for them that 99 doc-
tors in 100. It will do more than the
hundredth doctor can uulessi he pre-
scribes it. It Is a prescription Of Dr. R.
V. Pierce, who for thirty years !has been
chief consulting physician cf the
World's Dispensary and Invalids' Hotel,
at Buffalo, N. Y.
Send 21 one-cent stamps to rover cost
of mailing only, and get his great book,
The Peoplen Common Sense Medical
Adviser, ateolutely free.
PUTS UP $25,000 PURSE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA;
Chicago, Ill., Jan. 27.-Jamett J. Cor-
bett has received an offer of e $25,000
purse front an Eastern millionaire for
a finish fight with kitzeimmons. Con
bettirefuses to divulge the millionaire's
mime%
••••...•
WAS FORCED TO ACT.
Claimed Gen. Lee Forced
the Presidn- t to Send
THE MAINE TO CUBA.
The Maine Steamed Into the Harbor of
Havana Early Yesterday Morning.
GEN. LEE'S DES!'ATCH TO THE PRESIDENT
[sPECIAl. TO NEW F.R.
Weehington, Jan. 26.-It is rumored
here that Consul General Lee forced
the Administration to act, to send the
"Maine" to Havana. Nobody connect-
ed with the Administration will talk on
the subject, but give out all sorts of
evasive replies.
It is known, however, that a very
long dispatch was received at the State
Department from Gen. Lee and so im-
portaut was the dispatch regareed that
Assistant S oretary of State Day at
once got into a carriage and took it to
the President, who, with all his Cabi-
net except Secretary of War Alger, was
taking dinner out at the home of Attor-
ney General McKenna. The dining
Was at once Dirtied into a Cabinet meet-
ing and for two hours the dispatch of
Gen. Lee was discussed aud immediate-
ly upon the return of President McKin-
ley to the White House the orders for
the sailing of the "Maine" were wired
to Key West and from there were taken
to the "Maine," which was at Dry Tor-
tugas, by a despatch boat. This looks
very much like the statement that Gen.
Lee forced action was true. It is known
that Gen. Lee was very much dissatis-
fied with the inactive policy of the
President, as the President had prom-
ised to end the war in sixty days and
that the Betty days had ended two
weeks ago. The President declares that
Gen. Lee is in perfect accord with the
Administration on the entire Cuban
matter, but still it is believed that there
is some truth in the report.
PREPARED FOR WAR.
Despite all the soft words, all the pro-
testations of peaceful intentions, and all
the colurans of explanations which the
Administration has given to the press,
the fact stands out that this Geyer',
ment has decided to be prepared for
trouble with Spain.
It should not be said that it hopes for
it or is lookiug for it-but means to be
ready if it comes. Hence the order for
the Maine to sail to Havana.
11•EINLIY'S BLUNDER.
The Administration blundered at the
outset in not keeping one or two war-
ships at the call of Gen. Lee. The dis-
cussion in Congress ,t week empha-
sized this fact. The Pentiment of the
country was arouse( . and President Mc-
Kinley realized that he mn -t act quick-
ly. Should another riot break out
Havana, and Gen. Lee or other Atuni.
"ins suffer indighities or bodily injury,
se hip at hand for rrotectiou
or a place of refuge, the lalcKtulay Ad-
ministration would be denounced not
only by Democratic Congronmen. but
by members of all parties and the peo-
ple of the whole country.
Ti!?, MAINE •ItItIVES.
The United States warehip "Maine,"
commanded by Chan D. Sigsbee, which
left Key West on Tuesdey night, steam-
ed into the harbor of the Cuban capital
at 11 o'clock yesterday morning. That
was the earliest hour at which she
could enter port under Spanish naval
rules. She had sailed direct from Dry
Tortugas. Immediately upon her ar-
rival the Maine was saluted by the
Spanish forts and all the vessels in port.
It was reported later that the Spanish
naval authorities were preparing to fire
twenty-five guns in acknowledgment of
the Maine's arrival.
A FEARFUL WRECK.
NECIAl. TO NEW ERA.'
Elizabethtown, Ky.,:Jan. 25.-There
was a fearful wreck this morning on
the main stem of the L. & N., between
this city and Upton.
Two freight trains, one standing at a
station, the other running at a very
high rate of speed, collided with terrific
force. The wreckage was piled high in
the air-broken-up cars, engines and
human beings all in one confused mass.
The engineer and a brakeman of one
of the trains was killed outright, while
on the other train nobody was killed,
yet four trainmen and an unknown
tramp were seriously and probably fa-
tally injured.
Thirty loaded freight cars were de,
railed and their contents scattered far
and near.
The wreck Was duo to the fact that
the rails were wet and therefore so
slick that the engineer of the moving
train was unable to stop his train and
came into the station, where the other
train was standing, at a very high rate
of speed.
The wreck will cost the L. & N. a big
pile of money.
DEBOE'S BILL.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ER
Washington, Jan. 26.-From all indi-
cations in the Senate the bill introduced
by Senator Deboe for the division of
Kentucky into two Federal districts
will not come up for consideration at
this session of Congress. The reason
for this is that it is bitterly opposed by
Senator Lindsay.
Wheelmen Happy.
The Traeey bill, providing for the
transportation of bicycle on trains its
baggage, has passed the Kentucky
House, and is said to be safe for passing
the Senate.
Host torturing a.. :ring of Itching,
burning, scaly skin and scalp humors is in.
stantly relieved by a wann bath with Curt-
eeu• SOAP, a single application of CurviltA
(ointment ,, the great akin cure, and a full dose
of Cc-rictus greate.t. 44 Mood
purifiers and humor cures, when all else fails.
' • t4 Foy+. Darn A.., r•rm•
paring breakfast in the kitchen of histo
FP.I.U1111 1l .81. Helena home.
LYNCHED A FEMALE.
Mississippi Mcb Avenges a
Friend's Death.
AN UNUSUAL TRAGEDY.
Negrees Boat Young White M Head Into
Pulp After He Was Fate ly Wouneed.
MORE TROUBLE IS LIKELY TO FOLLOW.
Memphis, .Tan. 27.-A negro n(-man,
whose crime was the clubbing of it fa-
tally wounded young white mates 1 ead
into a pulp, has been lynched by a mob
of the young man's relatives and friends
pm few miles South of Natchez, Miss.
The vengeance was of the most sum-
mary character, tho woman being slot
to death and her "Leidy left in the
swamp in which she had taken refuge
after the perpetration of her bloody
crime. Several negro men who fled
with the woman would have been ens
posed of in like manner by the mob had
they not succeeded in eluding the pur-
suers.
This outbreak of mob violeuee is the
sequel to a sensational tragedy enacted
in the vicinity yesterday. During the
day the father of Charles Beard was se-
verely beaten by three negroes, who
were afterward corralled in a house by
father and sou, the latter being left to
prevent their escape while the father
went to procure officers to arrest them.
When the father had goue the sol-
itary guard was shot from within the
house and fatally wounded. While ly-
ing on the ground he got a chance at
the negroes and killed two of
them with a shot gun. Thereupon the
female in the party clubbed his head al-
most into a jelly, and it was thus he was
found by the father upon his return.
The organization of the indignant
neighLors eursned and the lynching
as described followed.
Unless the negroes wanted for partici-
pation leave the country they are likely
to go the same way.
Bryan In Mexico.
William Jennings Bryae has put in
writing the tesult of his observations on
his recent trip to Mexico. Five import-
ant points that are worthy of the
thought of every ciezen iu the United
:Oates follow :
"The country's monetary eystem sat-
isfies the people. There isle) dieposion
among c flicials to adopt the gold stand-
ard.
"I am more than ever convinced that
the best interests of our own people de-
mand the immediate restoration of thte.
free coivage of gold and solver at 10 to
1.
"The government is not only meeting
expenses but has a surplin; it pays
about six millions annually on gold ob.
' ..t 11105, erd while it. is compelled to
eolleet over twelve millions in silver to
rover this tutereet hccount it Ines no dif-
ficulty in doing so because of the pros.
parent condition of the nations Lucius-
tries.
"Mexico is more prosperous to-(lay
than she ever ens ; wages are higher
and rising: the laboring chnete are in
better condition now than they were
wheu the Mexican dollar was worth
inure than our gold dollar; their condi-
lieu is better than it would have ON n
had Mexico adopted the gold stendard
when we did.
"If the advocates of the gold standard
insist that her financial syqem has been
a hindrance and that she has gone for-
ward not because of it, Lut in
spite of it I reply that my
observation leads me to believe that the
use of silver has been of neaterial ad-
vantage in Mexico."
A HEALTHY 1FE
Writ i s of Hr. Hart mao's Free
Home Treat in lit,.
Mrs. F. M. Badgett, 819 New street,
Knoxville, Teuu., writes a letter for
publication, which she desires all her
suffering enters to read. She writes:
'-When I was 16 years old, I suffered
with female weakness of the worst
kind and spent
all I had trying
to get cured. I
tried several of
the best physi-
cians, but they
all failed to cure
me. I gave sip
all hope of re-
covery. Finally
Or. Hartman's •
treatment was
recommended to
me by my teachtr, who also tent me the
money to get the ineteeitie which Dr.
Hartman prescribed. I took the treat-
ment anti it cured me. I am now a
ealthy woman, weighing nil pouuds,
and I owe it all te Dr. nutriment treat-
ment. I am sure I %could not be living
now if it had not been for his treat-
ment. I can not help recommending it
to all sufferers, and will answer all in-
tiniring letters."
Ativ WOUIAll wishing to apply for Dr.
Hartman's free home treatment DAS
only to send age, symptoms, duration of
disease, when the dolor will prescribe
the proper treatment. This medicine
CALI be obtained by each patient at the
nearest drug store. Each woman should
have n copy of Dr. Hartmares latest
book on the diseases peculiar to women,
called "Health and Beauty." Sent free
to any woman by The Pe-ru-na Drug
Manufacturing Company, Columbus,
nn
FOR HIS BROTHER'S WIFE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA I
Napa, Cal., Jan. 25.-Geo. Willard
Clark has confessed that he is the mur-
derer of his brotber, W. A. Clark, at
St. Helena on last Thursday. Mrs.
Levine Clark was married to Wm. A.
Clark more than twenty-six years ago
in Clay county, Ill. She is 46 years old
and the mother of seven children. Geo.
W. Clark, the murderer, became inti
mate with her thirteen or fourteen years
ago. Their relations continued while
the husband was in California making
a home for her and during that time a
child was horn, of which George Clark
was the father.
After coming to California to live at
and near St. Helena, Napa county, Mrs.
Clark professed Christianity and at-
tempted to break off her relations with
her brother-in-law, but he persisted in
his attentions. At times he asked her
if she would live with him in case of
her hinband's death. Last month he
put strychnine in his brother's coffee on
two occasions, but the brother detected
the poison and had the coffee analyzed
by a druggist. Then on Thursday morn-
log George Clark lay in wait for his
brother and she' tem while he ens pt.
RIGHT IN THE NECK. SNAP SHOT STORIES.
Thai's Where Senator Lind- Scenes Caught By The New
say Cot It To-Day. Era's Camera.
MUST BE A DEMOCRAT. HERE AND NEAR HERE.
The Silueion at Havana is Exceed:ney
Threatenag - May End In War.
HILL APtOlNIED DISTR.CT ATTORNEY.
(SPECLIL TO NEW ERA]
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 27.-To say that
there was a hot time in the House to-
day would be but to express the matter
mildly.
The Saunders resolution asking Sena-
tor Lindsay to earner support the Chi-
cago platform or resign his seat in the
United States Senate came up for con-
sideration, and, after one of the hottest
debates that ever took place in the
House, was adopted by a good-sized ma-
jority.
The friends of Senator Lindsay tried
before the resolution e-as offered to pre-
vail upon Saunders not to offer it, but
he replied that Kentucky being a Dem-
ocratic State should be represented by a
Democrat, FO lie introduced it. Then
Lindsay's friends tried to kill it in va-
rious ways but were unsuccessful, and
to-day Saunders and other Democrats
insisted upon its consideration amid the
hot fight then ensued.
Democracy, pure, undefiled Democ-
racy has triumphed! 1 !
Of course, it is not known what Sena-
tor Lindsay will do about the matter,
but if he is the right sort of wan but one
course seems to be open for him-and
that is, to resign.
BAD NEWS.
(SPECIAL TO THE NEW ERA.)
Washington, Jan. 27.-There is very
bad news from Havana-just received
in despatches from Consul General
Lee.
The m trines on the battleship Maine
were preparing to disembark v, hen the
Spanish officials warned them not to
come ashore, declaring that if they did
so the sight of United States troops
upon Spannh soil would so enrage the
people that a riot would be at once pre-
cipitated and that the Spanish Govern-
ment Would DOS be responsible for any
thing that might follow. The Spanish
officials even went so far as to intimate
that they would be unable to coutrol
the Spanish troops in the city of Ha
vana, who would not stand seeing
American soldiers on Spanish soil.
The situation is a very grave one at
present. If Gen. Lee needs the ma.
rules for protection he will order t lune
ashore-and, of comet., they will go
aehote, and if attacked the battleship
Maine will protect them by turning
loose her guns upon Havana and tear-
ing the city to pieces.
It is hoped that lieu. Lee will not be
compelled to order the marine* ashore-
for trouble will surely follow.
The matter may yi t re-cult in war. If
so, the United States has fifteen other
magnificent battleships almost in sight
of Havana and they would capture the
island of Cuba within a few hours af-
ter being ordered, but it is hoped that
trouble may be avoided.
HILL WINS.
[SPECIAL:JO NEW EPA]
Washington, Jan. 27.-1 p.
greseman Colson has at last triumphed.
The President has nest named R. D.
Hill, of Williamsburg,Ky., to be United
States Attorney for the District of Ken-
tucky to succeed Wm. Smith, of May-
field, Ky., who was appointed to the of-
fice by Cleveland more than four
years ago. Colson has been working
very hard to secure the appointment of
Hill, who resides in his district. Hill is
a member of the firm of Hill & Denham
at Williamsburg.
DR. WILEY.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.]
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 27.-The ap-
pointment of Dr. F. M. Wiley to be
Superintendent of the Asylum at Lex-
ington, was sent to the Senate yesterday
and referred to the Committee on Char-
itable Institutions. The committee has
decided to report favorably.
BOSTON GIVES AID.
'SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, Jan. 27.--Senator Hoar
handed SecretarySlierman this morning
a check for$6,014 eti from Bostonians for
the Cuban relief fund.
BOB TAYLOR GAINING.
[SPECIAL '10 NEW ERA
Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 27-With each
day the Senatorial deadlock in the
Tennessee Legislature seems to tighten.
Taylor has gained nine votes during the
week and now stands second. McMilllin
still leads with thirty•five votes, a loss
of five votes,
is the pathway that leads
to the pitfall of Consump-
tion. From the head and
throat, the disease goes
down to the lungs, and
then hope is gone; there
is no cure for well-devel-
oped Consumption.
Catarrh is in the blood,
and it can be cured only by
curing the blood. Lotions
and sprays and inhalations
are nothing more than a
temporary relief, for they
cannot reach the seat of
the disease-the blood.
Swift's Specific (8.S. SO
stops the progress of
Catarrh forever, com-
pletely heals up the in-
flamed membranes and
eradicates every taint
from the blood. It re-
stores the head and throat
to a healthy condition, and
roots out the disgusting
and disagreeable disease
for all time.
Send for free books about Blood
Diseases to the SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.,
Atlanta,
OP% Ga.
e';'evineeen'' 
Doings of the Day Told in the Shortest Pos-
sible Way
ITEMS OF CONSIDERABLE LOCAL INTEREST
P'Pool -Capps.
Freddie 0. InPool and Miss Ellie
Capps were married Wed, night at the
home of the bride near Macedonia. El-
der J. W. McCarron, of the Christian
church, cfficiated.
A Large Haul.
Burglars ebtered the residence of Dr.
J. A. Akin, Princeton, Wed. nightand
relieved him of $115 in money, a gold
watch and te30 vi orth of notes. No clew
to the robbers.
Were Married.
Mr. J. W. Kinnerly steal Miss Myrtis
Wilkins, of the county, were married
Wednesday afternoon. The ceremony
took place at six &clock in the parlor of
the residence of the Rev. Duvall, a
Methodist minister. Rev. Peyton offi-
ciated. Directly after the service, the
happy couple left for Mr. Kinnerly's
farm, near this city, which will be their
future home.
Cir•cey Oirl'• Narrow Escape.
Miss Attie Wilson, a pretty belle of
Gracey, Ky., had a narrow escape from
being drowned in a creek at that place
Monday, says the Clarksville Times.
The stream was nearly out of its banks
and she attempted to ford it on horse
back. As it was too deep the horse was
forced to swim. The plucky rider, how-
ever, clung to her saddle and reached
the opposite bank in safety.
Cards Received.
The following invitation has been re-
ceived by a number of people in this
city :
"Mrs. Mary Crioksey Baekett request
your presence at the marriage of her
daughter, Mary Laura Baskett, to Mr.
Edward Jacobs, weduesday afternoon,
February the ninth, eighteen hundred
and ninety-eight, at one o'clock. Bap-
tist church, Zion, Kentucky."
Sam Jones On Kentucky.
--
"Kentulty has her whisky and her
ft horse's, her barrooms and her race
tracks, but she has along with them as
fine a citizenship as there is in the
Union. The truest Prohibitionists, the
meet faithful temperance men, and the
most thorough anti-horse racing people
I ever met. and I have beeu all over
this country, live in Kentucky.
More than one-half the counties in
Kentucky have local option. Whisky
making and whisky drinking in Ken-
tucky are on a lower level to-day than
they were ever before in the history of
the State. It is true that deacons, eld-
ers, stewards and other officers of the
church in Keutucky favor whisky stud
attend race tracks, but they are not
near as big dogs as they were in years
gone by. But that state of affairs is
true everywhere. The world has quit
raking men if they were zuembers of the
church, but the world does ask them
with a vengeance, "Are you a good cit-
izen?" "Are you good fathers to your
children?" "Are you good husbands to
your wives!" "Do yen pay j our debts
and live right?"
If he does; the world tips its bat to the
man; if he does no:, they boot him.
And they do right to boot him in the
church or out of it."
RIOTS IN MATANZAS.
[SPECIAL TO NESS' ERA]
Havana, Jan. 27.-Riots similar to
t 10'e in Havana are taking place now
in MataLzas city. The uncompreenis-
ing Spaniards and volunteers attacked
the building in which the wealthy mer-
chants of that city have their offices.
They also raided the office of the oldest
newspaper in Cuba.
The situation is very grave because
the government has riot sueh large re-
sources as in Havana for quelling the
revolt.
LIQUOR FOR IOWA.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Des Moines, Iowa, Jan. 27.-A bill to
permit the manufacture of liquor was
introduced in the House to-day by Pot-
ter (bem of Bermer. It had not been
submitted to the Democratic caucus.
The bill permits the city councils to
grant permits for manufacturing with -
out a petition of consent by voters. The
mulct tax of $60.1per year is retained,
but other restriction of present law are
omitted.
COAST IS BLOCKED.
[sPEci AL TO NEW F.R Si
St. Joseph, N. F„ Jan. 27.-A gale
no a the Northeast drove Arctic ice
fib 'S toward the land yesterday, block-
ing the whole Northern coast.
There is great destitution among the
poorer classes. The railroads are
blocked.
ENDORSE THE KENTUCKIANS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW PRA)
New York, Jan. 27. The "unwrit-
ten law" as expounded by Judge Fal-
coner of Kentucky, was openly acknow-
ledged by a coroner's jury in Brooklyn
la.st night. It gave a verdict exonerat-
ing Jacob Hinz, a Texas cowboy, who
killed Otto Diehl, his brother-in-law to
avenge wrongs committed against his
sister.
ZOLA ON DREYFUS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ItRa• ]
New York, Jan. 27.-An interview
is ith Emil Zola printed in the Journal
this morning says:
"Tell the people of America that as
sure as I am speaking ,to you ;Dreyfus'
innocence will be recognized and he
will be a free man.
"I have never met Dreyfue and have
no great admiration for him as a man
I understand his character is not a
pleasant one. Everybody is against us
because of the blunder committed by
the unthinking class."
NATIONAL PROHIBS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Cincinnati, Ohio, Jan. 27.-A confer-
ence of the leaders of the national Pro-
hibition party assembled this morning
with an attendance of nearly 200 promi-
nent prohibitionists from all parts of
the United States. The meeting was
called for the purpose of getting the
active wore-es teeether in the cause 0:
prohitition aim to C.18CUSS j lane toi
arouse entbushien.
elnes.enneneeme
AGAINST THEIR KING.
Greeks Organize to Oppose
Their Ruler.
AN AMERICAN BRANCH.
Tee Subjects Are Disgu,ted With Trt aeher:.,
Cowardice and Bed Faith.
400.000 ARE ACTIVE IN THE MOVEMENT.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.]
New York. Jan. 27.- -Four hundred
thousand Greeks, disgusted with the
treachery, corwardice and bad faith of
the Grecian dynasty, are organizing to
depose King George and establish an
Hellenic Republic.
0;er 100 swarthy exiles from Polo-
ponesus met last night and formed a
New York branch of the world spread
society of lIellenes whose now avowed
object is the di position of the reignirg
fatuity.
( :-•-: - l---t• - -0
CHRONICLE AND COMMENT. n
Hon 0Yereits.-Hog oysters having
been advertised as a coucimitant of a
feast to which negroes were especially
invited by a Topeka pastor, s feast at
which reason Was to "kiss truth and
electrify the soul," while the physical
man was to "swoon before the delicacies
of the season," a reporter hunted up a
n erre epicure and found that hog oys-
ters were fresh tripe rolled in batter and
fried. "An'," continued the darkey,
"dey is de fines' eetin' you evah t'rowed
a lip ovah. 'less an' ceptire hit mout be
baked poesom.."
CHANGE-Jews all over the United
States, says the New York Sun, are die-
cussing the latest proposal to transfer
the Jewish Sabbath from Saturday to
Sunday. Hitherto only one congrega-
tion, that lead by Dr. Emil G. Hirsch,
of Chicago, has closed its doors on Sat-
urday and observed Sunday alone as
the Sabbath. Jewish congregations in
several cities including New York, Phil-
adelphia, Louisville, Boston, St. Louis,
Pittsburg, Baltimore and Cleveland.
have held services on Saturday and also
opened their temples on Sunday. It is
iu Cleveland that an attempt is being
made now to transfer the Sabbath from
Saturday to Sunday offirially. The pro-
posal conies from Rabbi Moses J. Gries,
who is 30 years old and a graduate of
the Hebrew Union College in 1889. On
December 12 he delivered his first lec-
ture urging the change to Sunday, and
followednt on December 19 by a second
and fuller plea for his idea. This is now
published in full in several Jewish pa-
pers. He says that neither the Jewish
Sabbath nor the Christian Sunday IS
divine in its origin.
HEADACHES-One o f the quickest
known ways of dispelling a headache is
to give some of the muscles-those of
the legs, for instance--a little, hard,
sharp work to do. The reason is ob-
vious. Muscular exercise flushes the
parts engaged in It anti so depletes the
brain.
LAwezas -New rules for admission
to the bar in Ohio require three full
years of study, and provi le that the In-
tending applicant must give notice
when he begins his three years' course.
If the rules cot ld be applied in Hop•
kinsville there would be a mighty thin-
ning of the legal ranks.
MOON.-The moon is the nearest, and,
being the nearest, appears to us, with
the single exception of the son, the
largest, although it is in reality one of
the smallest of the heavenly bodies.
Just as the earth goes round the sun,
and the period of revolutions consti-
tutes a year, so the moon goes round the
earth approximately in a period of one
month. But while we torn on our axis
every twenty-four hours, thus causing
the alternations of light and darkness-
day and night-the moon takes a month
to revolve on hers, so that she always
presents the same or very nearly the
same, surface to us.
AVER.Af;ED -Recent insurance statis-
tics show that if the wife dies first, the
husband on an average survives nine
years, while if the husband dies first the
wife survives 11 3, ears.
BUCKWHEAT. -Agricalt ural statistics
show that last year the United States
produced 15,465,000 bushels of buck-
wheat, most of which Was consumed at
home. There are about 4,600 cakes in
one bushel, making a total of 70,000,-
000,000 cakes in the whole crop.
ExeLonn.-The explosiveness of cel-
luloid combs when brought near a fire
in a n-ell-ascertained feet, and it is said
that seine of the sills wee mueufacter
ed are so weighteu with tannin, tin
salts, salts of iron, antimony and pot-
ash that they are subject to spontaneous
combustion if placed in a warm, dry
place. lave silk, when burned, leaves
less than one percent of ash, but the
ash of weighted silt has run as high as
.18 percent,
J. L Boyd Appointed.
In the County Court, Wed. after-
noon, J. L. Boyd was appointed trustee
of the town of Fairview, instead of E.
D. Humphrey, who hes resigned. Mr.
Boyd mill serve iu that capacity until
the next regular election.
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of the Mother shapes the course
of unborn generations-goes
sounding through all the
ages and enters the confines of
Eternity. With what care, there-
fore, should the Expectant Moth-
er be guarded, and how great the
effort be to ward off danger and
make her life joyous and happy.
?AMER'S FRIEND
aliays all
Nervous-
ness, re-
lieves the
Headache
Cramp s,
and N a u-
sca, and so
fully pre-
pares the
system that Childbirth is made easy
and the time of recovery short-
ened- many say " stronver after
than before confinement. It in-
sures safety to life of both moth-
er and child. All who have used
"Mother's Friead" say they will nev-
er be without it again. No other
remedy robs confinement of its pain
4.A Customer whose wife used 'Mother's Friend,'
says that if "lie had to go through the ordeal
again, and there were but four bottles to be
obtained, and the cost was $100.00 per bottle, he
would have thew." liko. LAYTON, Dayton, (Rao
Rant by Mail, on receipt of price, Cue TER BOT-
TLE Book to ..EXPECTATIT MOTHERS,,
mailed free upon aupIleatioo. cbataining cci-
uabie intormaton and voluntary teetimealtde,
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR co., ATLANTA. ea.SoLo or Ac,, DRUOSISTS•
61••••••..,•,•••••••••
TravL:ter
The iwomag \\-hu does
the washing travels
from pole to pole and
crosges the line many
time*. She soon learns
from experience that
.sseserelre,
she can save time, money and labor by using
priarlr---,3ELF-3,-,ps Ira
rA
k ' ii ti
r
‘^::.,;11JV '*••411
the 1est, purest and most economical soap made.
She also discovers that clothes washed with
Claitette look better and last longer than they
do v.lhen washed with ordinary soap. Clairettc
is said everywhere. Ask for it Made only b \
THE N. K. FAMBANK COMPANY, St. Louts.
c f`
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3's We Are Ready!
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Just Think Of II!
tiSome of the Dry Woes houses inopkinsville are selling at first cost,
scime are selling at 1-3 off, some are
s011ing at 1-4 off.
I Am Still in the Ring
vrith a large and well assorted stock,
d you will be amply repaid if you
ill visit my store and get my low
prices before bliying.
Respectfully,
r
•
i•w- •VI. rflLP s
e?)
004
r-fre:d
Nie have just completed our Annual Inventory
and .e find we are overstocked in several depart;
me s, which we will offer for thirty days the
foil wing goods at New York cost: Wool Dress
Goo s, Furs, Wool Underwear, Union Suits,
Fie ed-lined and Wool Hose, Water-proof Gil-
bert Flannels, Col'd. Silks and alLof our Ladies
Hat and Caps.
sonic and Lonsdale Domestic for 6c.
H pe Domestic for 5 1-2cl
F ncy and Indigo Prints ''or 4c.
P reales 7c and 9c.
1 -4 Bleach Sheeting 16 1-2e.
1 -4 Brown Sheeting 15c.
A 1 of our Capes and Jackets go at half price.
Richards ez. Co.
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Villes;drialiti firs!
Create ood, rich, healthy blood. Don't make tn.
mistak of buying poor, adultered Wines and Win,- ;
kies b ause they are cheap. They are not. The..
have i4 nasty, disagreeable effect upOn the Plysigay
While he Wines and 'Whiskies to be found at the'g.
Are g
you till
R
Whisk
Street
drink.
S.
od and pure and are n 7TTe, and 217'
t pulled-together, self-satisfied eling.
al Liquor Companyl is the only exclusiv.-
y Store in Christian county. 203 S. Main
Next door to E. Frankel's. Nothing sold by
Jugs Free.
Sainucl, 1Propr.
Telepiione 163---2 Rings.
••••••••••••••eff RWOMOIIIM,
enCeM21111=s--0,'
Thel Short Course In AgriculturL
AT THE
Teitiicky StateColleg
Will begin January 3, 1897, and
. . Continue for Eight Weeks.
I, Bract al Side of Agricultural Science Made Et ecially Prominent.
NSTRTCTIPN in Agricultural Chemistry; Plant Life on the Farm ; Iejurions
,
Insects at Diseases of Plants; Garden Orchard and Vineyerd Management;
Butter-ra king and other Dairy practice. Applicants should have had can
ruon-school ecation, and be at lease seventeen years old
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Frtee Tuition to Residents of Kentucky.
••••••••••./V,•••••••0••••••••••••••••••
Total ex nse of the course neet not eXCeeed 130. For further information,
address,
Prof. C. W. Matthews,
or Pres. Jas, K. Patterson,
LEMNO f ON, KY.
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PIECES FOR PLANTRES COULDN I COME HOME. PASSED AWAY AT PON.!WILL BE CELEBRATED.
EAclasive Reportof Tobacco Mr. K. McRae Sues the Planter Ceolge W. Clark
Sales and Receipts. L. & N. Company. Died Monday
ARM NEWSANDNOTES
Nestea at Great interest to a'l Tillers of the
Sod,
CONDITIONS OF THE LIVE STOCK MARKET.
THZ eocisseteez Mummy
The following report Is furnished ex-
clusively to the Nzw Etta by Glover at
Durrett, Louisville Tobscco Warehouse:
:Sales on our market for the week just
s., eel amount to 3,h76 hhds., with to-
ts for the same period 4,092 hhds.
Seeis on our market since Jan. 1st,
amount to 9,066 Wade. Sales of the
crop of 1897 on our market to this date
amount to 13,0e3 hhds.
The offerings of dark tobacco both old
and new, continue light but pricer are
being fully maintained. The stock of
old dark tobacco on our market is made
up mainly of lugs which are being of-
fered very sparingly as holders are not
waling to accept values which are now
obtainable believing that the situation
jastities them in expecting a decided ad-
vance in prices for sash goods.
The following quotations fairly rep-
resent our market for dark tobaceo,
1897 crop:
Tr lab   ... $2 00 to 250
ceinmon to medium tags. 2 50 to 3.W
"c rich lniza, ex' quality 400 to 5.60
enam to good leaf  ti 00 to 9.00
Leif of extra length  7 00 to 9.00
; ery styles  13 00 to 15.00
LITZ STOCK X SWEET.
Reported by the Louisville Live Stock
Excetange, Bourbon Stockyards:
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 26-Cattle-The
reoripts of cattle to-day were liberal,
tains -705 head on sale; quality of the
effse s. fair. The market ruled steady
•I` I pnces. Pens well clear-
sives-Reesipts light , ea:utility fall.
o-tpt stead). at thehaelted eeteeth leite
• •r trt*th two, So thsittlititti
S,
t 4 1r '4. 4 1, •
1.1.1 4 44110i, •
Wir 10 same eeiiitears
11)00 hi am moseys. .
hitt, rough ste% es, pilUr owes
eau 1011/11114aji
liurOd In ea ru else
COU1111104 to tuoulula °ion
VP/Oder*
Swelters
Bulls
Veal cal% es
Caoica inlIch cows ......
Pair to good mike oows  
Hogs-The receipts of hogs to-day
were fairly liberal, being 2,73 head on
sale; quality of the offerings fair. The
market opened steady at yesterday's
prices on all greles. All hogs 180 Fes
and up sold at $3.90; mediums, $3 75te
$11 85; light shippers, fe 60e$3 75. Pigs
continue dull at unchanged priced. Pens
well cleared.
Choice packing and butchers, sse
53.115. $ (.43 ik
Fair to good peeking. 190 lb 53) lb
flood to extra light, tla to 68001 3 9.5 3 90
Vet shoats, 121) 143 is ...........45 $ ti5
Fat shoats. 120 0  s 2eres se
Piaci' to 90 lbs   3 7049:t
ought, 160 to 1)40 lb .. : .. 2 75%.1
Sheep and Lambs- Receipts light, be-
ing 28 bead on sale; quality of the of-
ferings fair. The market ruled steady
at unchanged prices. All sold.
Extra spring lamb. ..
iioed to extra shipping sheep Mieva.:1
lair to good
mmon to medium  .. .
'arks
- pn and screawnas per 
hirad.. 7 
Or
:ee5 t4 .uue
  ld 191
,
rAtra spring lambs
Fair to good
Bast butcher .  t 0.114 75
Fair to good buts ha( Iamb*  
4 2.7 
7f4o4
Tall and . ...... 20,4410
POCL7RY PCSIITS.
No farm is complete without poultry.
There is c•rtam amount of food abso-
lutely and unavoidably wasted unless
there are fowls to utilize it.
Ose man 0 •ri fer 600 to 1,000 hens
sae make a earehenne thing of it in
course of a year, bat he should school
himself with small numbers at first un-
til he becomes experienced enough to
justify him in enlarging his busiuess.
Every poultry raiser should have a
hatching house, be it ever so small, and
If it be quite dark so much the better.
Any place will do where the hens may
sit in peace and quietness, providing it
be clean and the thor be covered with
loose soil, a little moist rather than
dry.
•
ANNUAL 1.035.
Secretary 'a dean estimates the an-
nual loss from hog cholera in the Unit-
ed States from $90,000,000 to $00,000,-
000. In the State of Iowa alone, where
statistics of the mortalityof the animals
eitlieted with this disease have been Sc.
testy kept, the annual loss is $15,-
)0. He believes that nearly all this
is prevented. In 1h92 there were
2,448,019 swine in the United States
elect at $495.426,493. This was high
s 1 ,•t• mark. Since then their number
sad value have been materially decreas-
ed by the cholera, and the figures for
1897 were 50,600,276 hogs, valusd at
$166,272,770.
!MIES or INTEREST.
The first thing a young farmer should
do is to adopt strict basinesis methods.
Count the cost and the loss or profit on
every branch of industry, even the hen.
The hog is not able to endure severely
*old weather, yet It is lote tin the most
uncomfortable situations of any other
animal. The pig pen should be well
littered and dry and the shelter should
contein no cracks or opening for
draughts of iii.
How many of the tools are dull or im-
plements rusty cannot be known with.
• out an examination. Repair.' should be
attended to now, before spring opens,
and, as tools and implements that are in
----wets.torder will fivaliate work, it is Im-
portant that this matter receive atten-
tion.
Grinding and cooking the food for
stick has always given good regatta, but
the objection is to the expense. The
cost of fuel in ccoking Is an item and
the labor of grinding is another. There
are now, however, grisding mills that
do rapid work, and in winter horse-
treed or power may he used with
benefit to idle horses.
The man who grows • pig, whether
in the fall or spring, and lets him
"root, pig or die," can hot expect much
pads. The pig Is grown to concentrate
1110 laarkesable product* on the farm,
Es to a gram eats r anti su omnivorous
analore, and hatter, it Is easy to supply
111a wants, and the/ should be supplied
10 him foil capacity conetantly.
•
Ito is Ike Iiiiplottat wed. bokiep pow4A,
Acts& tostA •Ito. it gee/beer
mire Itartle• tAtaisi am. (vibe.' tweed.
RoYAk
4AKING
POWDER
aolutely Pure
1.,... Ir.'. ••••••1 ...PON Wry •,..
•ieee
'
HE ASKS FOR $5,000 FROM CONSUMPTION.
Alleges Their Negligence Caused Him Loss
Ot 11 Lucrative Position.
SERIOUSLY DAMAGED HIS W FE S HEALTH.
Mr. K. McRae, of this city, a well-
known traveling man, has brought suit
against the Louisville & Nitshville rail-
road for 0,000 damages. ,
Money to Come lame.
It is stated in the petition that on
"- day of 11507" Mr. McRae was in
Louisville, and that his fanilily gave to
the Hophinsville agent of the L. it N.,
sufficient money to pay for it round trip
ticket from Louisvil.e to this city, and
that the money for this titiket, by the
terms of a contract with the read,
should have been transmitted by tel
graph to the plantar.
It is alleged that the rail read company
failed to carry out the contract, and diet
not deliver the ticket to him, and for
that reason he was forced tO remain in
The petition cemtinnee 1"In couse-
quence of this negligence &ad failure to
comply with the said exintrect, the plan-
tar suffered great distress of mind; that
he loot a lucrative and well 'paying posi-
tion ; that his wife, who wits in feeble
heelth, suffered great anxiety of mind
by reason of,his forced abseece, caused
by the defendant's ncglivenee, which re-
sulted in ssrious end pernrauent iteary
Ii her health; that in all these things
caused by the defeudant's negligence,
he has been damaged to the sum 
of
W0011.00 ''
tried Ilse! torte.
The stilt' Wile Ill 
the 01440
tileik's Aloe Thastiq 110%40 Ilia
ginutuois, WlofFlotI 6 1-Nai,
Th•omd h,i Whet IPA 40 Neat 501114
of Circuit tkiurt.
--eree-----1-see
Dropped Deed. :
-
Coroner Allensworth held an inquest
over the remains of Jane Jones, a col-
ored woman, at (away, ln edgy. The
woman dropped dead on tail 23rd, just
after she had finished milk* a cow. A
verdict was retnreed to the I effect that
death was due to heart failnre.
Send Your Namd.
Send your name and address on a
postal card to the St. LouieGilobe-Demo-
crat, Se Lou a, Mo., and get seven con-
secutive issues of that sterliag journal.
either daily or weekly, free: of charge.
The Globe-Democrat is universally con-
ceded to be one of the few Orally great
American newspapers. In ell tne West
and Southwest it has no rival worthy of
the name. Srictly Republican in poli-
tics, it is noted for its fairness to all
parties and factions and, above all, for
the strict impartiality and absolute re-
liability of its news service, which is the
beet aud most complete in the land.
Note advertisement in this issue, and in
answering the same, co not fail to men-
tion this paper, and state wEether you
desire to try the daily or the weekly
Globe- Democrat.
To the Public.
After an experienee of 30 years un-
tiring energy to my busiuess, I have
ni ale as much money as I vant. Tee
rest of my life will be devoted to busi-
ness purely for the mate of seffering
inanity. Call end see me °Moretti New
ER t. Respectfully,
d2telt T. M. Ei mien:woe.
ssolution Notice.
"The firm of Collis & Wallace is here-
by dissolved by mutual consent.
All parties' indebted to us lire request-
ed to call and settle. Eiteee of us are
authorized to collect debts dee the firm
Dec. 31, le97.
pr.l.d.lt per.w. E G.
lm-Jan.5 H. D.
ALLIS,
ALLACE.
MOVEMENTS OF EOPLE
Mr. L. A. Judkitue of Keysbnrg, is in
the city.
Mr. Robert Fletcher, of Louisville, is
in town.
Mee W. T. Atkins is visiting relatives
in Nashville.
Hs Was a Valuable Citizen and His Death
Causes General Regret.
FUNERAL TOOK PLACE ON TUESDAY.
Mr. George W. Clark, after a lingei-
ing illness, passed peacefully away
Monday at his home in North Christian.
The news of his death will cause pro-
found regret among his large circle of
acquaintances.
A Valuable Citiven.
Mr. Clark was a valualile citizen and
will be greatly missed in the communi-
ty in which he lived. He was a man of
high cheracter and generous impulses.
Ile was born in Christian county a
little over half a century ago. His fath-
er was the son of Mr. Benjamin Clark,
one of the best kisowu citizens in the
eon nty.
The deceased spent most of his life
tilling the .oil, and was regarded as one
of the best farmers in the Pon vicinity,
where he hes resided since youth.
Some time ago he became a victim to
that dread disease, consumption, and
daring the past few mouth has been
rapidly sinking. His NA ife and several
hilareu survive him
Buried Tuesday Morning.
Funeral services were heel at, ten
o'clock Tuesany at Dogwood Chap-
el, where a large crowd of friends and
relatives gathered to pay a tribute of
respect to the memory of the dioceses'.
The remains were laid ats ay in the
church yard.
se----••••• 
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IS. Al eti.
111 this Ileefsteiltet tif ties No* It
ties iif 1110 1141141
14, ,iii014ss Ae114441oo0 tIIIVotiiito“
from title, the Seetinti BisIelet, is
pi:rioted.
Mr. Allen has frequently visited
Christiau county during the tart few
mouths, and has inute a most favorable
impression on all who have met him.
He is a nevi of strong intellect, broad
culture, and fine attaiements, and is
admirably qnipped to represent the dis-
trict in Congrses. If he is given the
nomination, he may be relied upon to
do his duty, by his constituents.
The Morgantield Sun says: "Every
indication in the political affairs of the
Second Kentucky district now points to
the fact that the Hon. H. D. Allen will
have a clear fiela in his aspiration for
the Democratic Congressional nomina-
tion. Tnere is a strong sentiment pre-
vailing all over the district in favor of
bestowing the Congreesional honor on
Union county this year. For decades
Union has nefalteriegly given the Deni-
er-astir nominees a strong support.
Whenes er word was stilt to us that a
given ruajenty was needed old Union
her respondsel gallantly with the re-
quired itemiser "
•
Greatly Enjoyed'
-- -
The entertainment given Wedneeley
afternoon at the hospitable country
home of Mrs. Joseph Well to
the Wednesday Euchre Club
sits •greatly eiejoyed ,by all of the
guests. The progressive euchre contest
was particularly interesting. The prize
was captured by Mrs. Morris Cohen.
Delicious refrestiments were served.
Bat-n
Daring the high wind that prevailed
Wed. a toea on barn on the farm of
H. P. levss, near Oiik Grave, Ky., was
blown down, says the Clarksville Times.
The barn was full of tobacco, and, of
course, the damsge was considerable to
this, let alone the loss of the barn.
When the accideut occurred five hands
were in the barn stripping tobacco, and
one of them was rendered nneoecions
for a while by a blow ham same of the
failing tine-rid.
Mr. Robert Baker, of Gracey, was in
the city Tuesday.
Mr. J. L. Carothers,of Lafayette, sc as
in Lowe Tuesday.
Mr. J. H. Williams, of Pembroke, is
in the city Tuesday.
Miss Mary Middleton, of hurch Hill,
has gone to Virgiuia to live.
Mrs. Susie Coleman, of 13ennettetown,
Was here shopping Tueudity.
Mrs. Bobbie Steele, of ()nicety was In
the city shopping yeaterdayi
trfr. William Grace, of Nlorth Chria-
Ilan, was In the city this
Miss Georgia Boyle to, of !Casky, was
in the city yesterday shoppikig.
Mr. J. L. Mies, of Ilryantsville,
Tenn., was in the city Monday.
Mies Sallie Harris, of the Sinking
Fork neighborhood, was in the city
Monday.
Meters. C. H. Layne and r. C. Clark
have gone to Glasgow to but' a drove ot
males.
1
Rev. and Mrs. Charles! Nash and
daughter. May, left Tuesdai morn. for
Louisv
Dr. M. H. Bowman, of Toledo, Ohio,
is attending the bedside of his mother,
who is very iii.
Miss Addle Ryan, of Springfield,
Tenn., is the gust of Mr. and Mrs.
George Dalton.
Mrs. Henry Graves and Miss Lizzie
overshiner left Thu- for Eddyville to
visit Mrs. Jaa, Clark,
Mr, John Muir, of &pair; New Meal.
"0, will arrive In the City 116/011 to Vildi
his sister, Mrs. Faxon. r
Mrs. L. E. Macrae, of ClOetlan cam-
ty, is visiting her non, Johd H. Macrae.
-Clark/11111a Chronicle.
Mrs. Harry Mon•guniery; of George-
town, is attenduig the bedside of her
father, Mr. J. C. Wooldridge.
Misses Graeme Campbelli and Annie
Starling are visiting Mrs. *'rank Kelly
la the Pembroke neighborhood.
Misses Paulineeend,Gerniaine Crum-
baagh, of Hopkinsville, Are visiting
Mrs. T. L. Harvie.-Clarksville Times.
Miss Gorman and Miss Stielye Gorman
are visiting their sisters, Ms. James V
Johnson and Mrs. W. Wallace Smith,
on North Main St.
Mr. and Mrs. Ike Cayce,Of the Bever-
ly aeighberhood, will leave next Wed-
nesday for ;Florida, wheee the y will
spend several weeks.
_aa.
For Rent-Desirable eight room dwel-
ling, very cheap. Walter feeigh, Howe
building.
• •-•,1
05)..
When your stomach begins to trouble
you, it needs help. The help it needs,
is to digest your food, and, until it gets
it, you won't have any peace. Stomach
trouble is very distre, sing, very obsti-
nate, very dangerans. Many of the
most dangerous diseases begin with
simple indigestion. The reason is that
indigestion (not digestion, not nourish•
went) weakens the system and allows
disease germs to attack it. The anti-
dote is Shaker Digestive Cordial,
strengthening, nourishing, curative. It
cures indigestion and renews strength
and health. It does this by strengthen-
ing the stomach, by helping it to digest
your food, It nourishes you. Shaker
Digestive Cordial is made of pure herbs,
plants and wine, is perfectly harmless
and will certainly cure all genuine
stomach trouble. Sold by druggists,
price ten ci ruts to onej.1.er. per bottle.
Marly eir Mee tiler.
The local Endeavor Union will hold a
prayer untottug at 7 o'elock iii thu hits.'. 
wentof the Cumberland Proebyterian
church next Sunday morning. This
Iry it! 1-, lie 'el •sesite:4!J to a
,411. in, ,1,44. I • ' h,,...1•1 et the U tilt.
tel Society. It's especiel el jeet will be
prayer for the evening's anniversary PX•
ercises in the First Presbyteriau church.
Every one is invited to be. present and a
profitable hour is promised them.
P. A. Cu•hmar.'s Will.
The fellowieg will was probated
Wednesday
"This, my last will, made this May 3,
les9.
"Item 1.-I wish my debts all paid
first, and burial expeuses.
"Second-I will to my wife, Lizzie M.
Cashinen, all illy property, both person-
al and real, in her own right, to dispose
of any or all as she may select or desire.
have only two children, Annie P.
Layne and Thomas B. Cushman. I feel
that their mother will dispense justice
to her children,
"I desire that my wife let tippet/eel
my egarlitfIX, with full power to set,
without any surety.
"Given under my two this day shove
written, in Judge Littell'sbniee, In the
city of ilopk
"Attest, P. A CUSHMAN."
---------- - ---
Awarded
Highest Honors-World's Fair,
Gold Medal, Midwinter Fair.
• D
CREAM
POUR
A Pore arape Cream of Tartar Powder.
4C YEARS STANDARD,
Next Sunday Will Be "En-
deavor Day."
A SPECIAL SERVICE.
Public Meeting Will Bs Held Conducted By
Elder H. D. Smith.
A FEW VERY INTERESTING STATISTICS.
Next Sunday is the anniversary of the
formation of the Christian Endeavor
Society. In counnemorstion of this,
tile local Eedeavor Union will hold a
special service in the First Presbyterian
church at seven o'clock, in plaice of the
regular church services of the Endeavor
churches.
A Novel Program.
A program entitled "The Christian
Endeavor Laennotive," a very novel
and interesting exercise, will be carried
out.
The Local Union President, Elder II.
D. Smith, will conduct the exercises.
A cordial invitatiou is extended to
everyone to be present at the • xercisee.
The Christian Endeavor Society cen-
sus gives the number of the various so-
cieties as follows:
UNITED STATES.
Young People's Societies .. 27,747
Junior e . .. 11,864
lutennediate • • 
• • • • 
• 
495
Mothers' • I
• • • • 
69
Senior I 23
CANADA
Young Peopie's Societies 2,921
Junior 41 . a . 471
Intermediate  8
Perenee 41
• 
2
Mothers' 64 1
FOREIGN LANDS.
)(MIDI( People's Societies 
Junior • • • • .
St.lilOr 
• II
Intermediate •.
Mothers' .•
Floating 11 a •  
7,517
797
0
4
1
P2
Total Sovietise . . te 1122• • • •
Total ti emoership ....11,121,11*0
••••1111. • •••••••
Nat eiedases Verne.
llisiestiefeteett, it) tin teeth* of the
!twit hell *eine, lout hitt Hittite 11th lieetts
sit this 011441141111141 the? 0111ittl? iftit ii
Ihistt tithe 111 W11111h Is' lipottota
theiniulvel for it itilitlit/ li!itt1•11 w141011
ehIi he wetieit liCtinr!lay ofternonn in
Nharptei Reid. VW' the present pros-
pects, tha minter; will be wonderfully
iuteresting.
-0-
Breeders EncotIraired.
Keelusky breeders of thoroug1.1 red
horse,. are much encouraged. Tliey see
in the future great accomplishments for
their stallions and much prosperity for
themselves. The recent itienense ship-
ment of thoroughbred mare., the par-
cheese of the Montana millionaire copper
king, Marcus Daly; the extensive pur-
chase of ex-Secretary of Navy William
C. Whitney; the action of the California
millionaire breeder, J. B. Haggin, in de-
termining to try the merits of the lime-
stoue soil and water for raising horses
atui the large average price received for
yearliegs in California aud elsewhere
during the past few months are dreams
of three years ago just realized. Exten-
sive improvements are going on at near-
ly all the establishment. The barns are
being enlarged and the paddocks put in
order, with the idea of taking better care
of the produce of the stud matrons.
Arrangements Complet-d.
Mr. Eton P. Zimmer, of this city, has
secured the ball in the 1. M. C.A.build-
ng at Clarksville, and will ofien a "foot'
cycle academy" to day. Mr. Everett
Tandy has gone to Clarksville to assist
Mr. Z•nimer.
An Order.
Secretary of Agricultnre Wileon has
issued a circular to railroad and traes-
portation companies nntify erg them that
a contagious and infections iisease
knowu as splenetic or Southern fever,
exists among cattle in the South and
West. From Jan. 15th to Nov. 15th of
each year, tie cattle are to be transport-
ed except by rail or boat for immediate
slaughter.
Will Be Moved.
The general rinses of the Illinois Cen-
tral at Henderson are to be moved to
Evansville, so reports say. The follow-
ing are connected with the Henderson
office:
Stmt. L. A. Washington and his first
assistant, W. J. Davis, also Chief Train
Dispatcher J. P. Allen and their stenog-
rapher, Miss Ryan, together with other
operators and attaches. in event of re-
moval all these persons would go to
Evansville.
•
The. Surprise of All.
Mr. James Jones, of the drug firm of
Jones St SOD, Cowden, Ill., in speaking
of Dr. King's New Discovery, says that
last winter his wife was isttacked with
La Grippe, end her case grew so serious
that peysicians at Cowden and Puna
could do with-tug for her. It beemed to
develop Imo Hasty Constimptiou. Hay.
log Dr. King's New lieseovery in store,
amid selling Item of it, lie tock C beetle
home, and to the surprise. of all she be-
gan to get better from the first doseAnd
half dr eau dollar bottles cured her round
and well. Dr. King's New Discovery
for Consumption', ()meths rend Colds is
guarntitesel to do this good work, Try
it, Free trial bottles, at It. U. Hard-
wick's drug store,
•••••••••••••••••11.•••••••
Mph & thirner's Will Goose Lint•
mitt rut.* rheumetiorti end neuralgia.
It Touches the feet At all druggists.
• 41•••••
The Christie,' Co auty Colony.
The following letter has been received
from W. E. Embry, who is located near
Dade City, Florida:
"Having investiuuted the growing of
Cuban tobeeco in Southern Florida in
July and August I determined to sell
out in Kenturicy and move to this sec-
tion with my large family, and have
done so, having arrived here one week
ago. Twenty-seven of us left Hopkins-
vile. for this point on Jan. 4th and ar-
I rived here at night on the 6th. Weihave all secured homes on very favor-
able terms, anti will commence burning
tobacco beds next week, although any
time up to March 1,t will do well. Most
of the tobacco has been or is held at
high prices, some smaller growers sell -
Mg at 40 tenet front the glees.
"Panchen and plume in Meow to-day.
Sun" orieuree still on trees,
1 rano Oa cam Jos's.
11rniin, thc %Hui and wooly editor of
the Icoiloclust, of Dallas, TOZIII1, es'
presses his opinion of Sam Jones in the
followieg language';
"The Rev. Sam Jones of •Jawgy. has
broken loose again. This time he set
his cornstalk spear in relit and charged
I full tilt at the public school system and
• pretty much everything else in sight.
His pathway is strewn with a gruesome
wreck of the English grammar. Sam
discussing the merits of education sug-
gests a brindle mule criticising the
Venus de Milo or a scavenger expatiat-
ing on the odors of Araby. His rever-
ence re has become imbued with the
idea that it spoils a boy to educate him
-which goes to prove that the loss a
man knows the more he despises know-
' ledge. But we can scarce blame Sam
for railing at education. He is but
obeying the law of self-preservation.
When the people learn to distinguish be-
tween a eawk :eel a 1.0-nehaw they will
I drive this pee.' • iir liii little blather-
skits from ! .„ .t."
' • •r0•-, 415600, • ••••LeTWRZSOI4
BIG METHODIST MOVES I SUFFERINGS ENDED.
An Insurance Company Will Mrs. Mary A. Wood Dies in
Be Launched, Clarksville.
CLAIM COST IS LESS. MANY FRIENDS HERE.
Restricted to Such Property As Churches,
Schools and Par solages.
THE VALUE NOW IS ABOUT $100.000,000.
In the future the Methodists are ex-
pected to insure their property in the
Methodist Insurance Company, which
will be organized coon. The Central
Conference of the Methodist Church has
decided to launch an insurance com-
pany, which wi I be incorporated under
the laws of Illinois and will have its
general offices in Chicago.
Owned By he Church.
The company is restricted to placing
fire insurauce treou propeity owned by
the deiennivation, such as churches,
schools and parsonages The intention
is to Mare the Methodists of the United
States carry their own insurance. For
the present insurance is to be carried in
several old compabies until the amount
of pre uriunis paid reach $10,000, the
ainoure required under the laws of Illi-
nois, t 'enable a mutual insurance roue
pany to begin busiuest The company
expects this amount to be in the treas-
ury in 1 few months. As the company
is an arm of the general conference, it
is expected that every church will place
its insurance in the company as soon as
the present policies expire. It is esti-
mated that the cost of carrying insur-
ance is ill be less than half that in any
other iiisurance company.
Value of Propel ty.
The value of property Ou tiftil by Metho-
dist churches iu the United States is
about 'S100,000,000.
-••••••-•-
Persons and Events.
REV 11NN CROW --Rev, John M. Crow,
of leno-4ville, veld assist Granville!
W. Waal III t priltreteted Meeting nt
Ilaftqt tit!' rthatlitk, Feb-
reek,
=Z. ASS
NAt111110jouosoit riot MIS* 1{004 1-4. 14011141W
%Vete 14.4Priett ei Ills 1111410
of the hrlde 114 110 Cit•ftun neigi,hur•
hood. The ceremony took place at
-
WIL! GIVE A RECITAL-Miss Patterson,
who is ol give a recital at the Method-
ist church, Friday, February 4th, is
naturally gifted as an elecutionist and
has ale had superior advantages as a
pupil ee Miss Hardwick, of New York.
She is charming in any rule she at-
tempts Admission 25 cents; children
15 coats.
SERGEANT PHELPS WON.-The com-
petitive drill at the armory Tuesday eve
attracted a large number of people,
among whom were many of the fair sex.
The contest was very spirited. The last
three soldiers on the floor were Sergeant
Phelpe Corporal Prowse, and Private
Young. Sergeant Phelps captured the
medal.
A. Y L. I. CLUB.-The As You Like
It Clue will meet tomorrow afternoon
at 2:S0 o'clock at the home of Mrs. Alex
Cox. A full attendance is desired.
ILE :TED A DIRECTOR.-Mr. A. W.
Wood has been ferreted a dhector of the
Hopkiusville ;Librarey Association to
succeed the Rev. J. W. esiug.
•
GO TO FLORiDA.-Mr. Stephee Trice,
Sr , :leers Aurae Trice, and Judge R. T.
Petree will leave in a few days for
Florida. They will bs absent from the
City several weeks.
Free Pills.
Send your address to H. E. Buckler'
& Co.. Chicago, and get a free sample
box of Dr. King's New Life Pills A
trial will convince you of their merits.
i hese pills are easy in action and are
partieelarly effective in the cure of Con-
stipation and Sick Headache. For Ma-
laria iind Liver troubles they have been
proved invaluable. They are gnarateed
to be perfect free from every deleterious
substance resale be purely vegetable.
Thee do not weaken by their action but
by giving time to stomach and bowels
greatly invigorate the system. Regular
size 25o per box. Sold by R. 0. Hard.
wick, druggiit.
Twenty head of good mules and horses
for sale at Layne's stable.
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Was Misunderstood.
--
Represontative Perkins, of Webster
county, whose feends at home have
been reported as being displeased be-
cause he "voted with the Republicans
to repeal the separate coach law,'
makeithe following statemeut
"I did not vote to repeal the separate
coach law, as stated. The bill of Mr.
Sargent's to repeal said law was not on
its passage, but had been reported ad-
versely by the ceeninittee having it in
charge. I was anxious to hear the dis-
cussion of the measure and was anxious
to have tlie bill read a seoond time for
that purpose, and for that pur
pose only. The House jeer
nal will show the above fart, alld 1
hope my friends will not he further
tut/dial lie the use.tt.r.
•
'VERY SMALL -The moult, of silk
produced by finch spider is Ito small that
a scientist rotnputes that 663,522 would
be required to produce a pound of
thread.
FIRST PRESS -The first printing
press in the United States was intio-
ducal in 1629.
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Syr ip of Figs is tnhon i5 is pirrientit
and refreshing to tho taste. lied acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and 11( we-Is, CIC/111SCO the rye.
tern effectually, dispels colds, bead-
aclicq and fevers and cures habitual
conatipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remody of its kind evei pro-
duced, pleasing to the taste and ac-
ceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly hencilciai in its
effects. prepared only from the most
healthy and agree& >le substances, its
malty excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
cent bottles by all leading drug-
gists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will pro-
cure it promptly for any OW who
wishes to try it.. Do not accept any
CALIFORNIA FIG .SevirRrUoiti: &Oro.
istavialsA, smi,F,RAIGisco CAL
She Was Bern In Christian County About Fd-
ty Years Ago.
SEVERAL RELATIVES AT SAKIAG FORK.
Mrs. Mary A. Wood, formerly of this
county, and who had numerous rela-
tives and friends here, died Wedueselay
afternoon in Clarksville from a c,ompli-
cation of diseases growing out of la
grippe.
Born in Christian.
She was b9 years, 4 months and 26
days old, and was born in Christian
county.
The Clarksville Chronicle says: "Mrs.
Wood had been a resident of this city
for about forty years, having removed
here from Seuthern Kentucky just be-
fore the civil war.
"The members of her immediate fam-
ily consist of James T., Gearge 11. atifi
D. B. Wood, Mrs. Basle Heffner. Mrs
Emma Davie and Miss Sadie Wood, all
of this city. Two brothers and a sister
live near Slaking Fork, in Christian
county, Ky.
Mrs. Wood was a kind mother, con-
stant and affectionate toward her child-
ren, a woman of energy and managed
well the affairs of her household.
Sympathy Extended.
She was known to a lmobt every citi-
zen of this city and sectiou, and leaves
many friends who still join in sympa-
thy with the members of her family.
The funeral arrangements have not
yet been made.
Here and Elsewhere.
OVERSHADOWED - Dr. ft)rot:
Suudecland, colleague of Dr. Talninge
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.0111.01,
'BEGINS
__LITONDAY, JAN. 24th 1
Clothing Prices Cut From
10 to 76 Pe Cent.
Shoe PricesiCut From
10 tb 50 Per Cent.
CUT PRICES ikLL OVER THE HOUSE.
We have tried to mail a Nirgain list toevery family in Christian
county outside of 1-lopkin4ville, where they will be distributed
by hand. Be sure and gotto the postoffice for it.
J. H. Anderson
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41 SiCHANCiES.-The first and sixth days
• ' e 7of January, the 29th of September, end :7.1 4.
the 25th of march, have been celebrated
as Christmas Dai; and it was not until
the middle of the fourth century that
the Church Council fixed the date as at
present.
SUNSHINE.- Yesterday's sunshine
inside the gardner's palm itch for the
fork and hoe.
DES FROYED.-It is estimated that
g.50,000 worth of river property has been
ruined on the lower Ohio by the high
water.
LAUNCHING.-Quite a crowd of
loyal Kentuckians will go to Newport
News to see the United States ship
Kentucky launched.
WIND-The weather bureau has had
no trouble in raising the wind in Ken-
tucky lately.
WICKED.-Sam Jones may go to Pa-
ducah. TheOwenshoro Inquirer says *,
these wicked Purchase newspaper boys ;
need a dose of Sam. • •
OPENED.--The seeond session open- ee i;
ed at the State College yeso relay. There - 57
are 'natty new students in all depart- ;•
• a. •tnents, especially the Normal. 
,
AGREED -Senators Deboe and Lind-
say have come to an agreement concern-
ing the Kentucky redistricting.
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BIG iVALUES
---rior(i Than Ever. 
As we have just a few Ladies' Capes and Jackets on hand we
now offering them at such low prices that it will pay you well to
them before buying.
Wonderful Bargains in Dry Goods
On which
the city.
we will save yeti more money than any
Men's and Boys' Clothing!
„ Men's Sack Suits, new desigIns in checks and overplaids,
all wool, 
-
••&-.
Men's Overcoats, fine blue kersey,
lien's Trousers, pure wool, neat patterns,
Boys' all-wool Suits, from -
Children's all-wool Suits, frOm
Ladies' fine Dongola Shoes fkom
Misses' fine Dongola Shoes from
Children's Dongola Shoes frdm
Men's Heavy Shoes, all solid, for
are
see
other store in
**•
• ••
• e.n
•
„
. ,
Foa Rnse-The Layne residence with ;eel
6 acres of hind on the Russellville pike,
near city limits. Apply to E. G. Oaths • ,
sin Hopper block.
PLAYED HAVOC-The gale of Sat- .
arday night played havoc all over Ken- ;
tricky. Fencing, outhouses and roofs
suffered most, and several le idgee were
blown down or washed out by the high
water.
GOES TO CLARKSVILLE-MrElon
Zhumer has gone to Ohsrksvihleto open
a foot-cycle academy like the one which
is in successful operation in this city.
BEGINS TO BUILD.-Mr. Virgil
Richards has bought the corner lot on
the Thomas Bryan place, on Virginia
street, and nag commenced to build a
pretty four room cottage.
MOVES HERE-Mr. Alex 0. War-
field, of St. Bethlehem, Tenn., has rent-
ed the Cumberland Presbyteriau par-
sonage, on South Virginia street, and
will come to Hopkinsville next month
to live.
HUMAN HEART.-The human
heart is six inches in length, four inches
in diameter, and beats on an average
seventy times per minute, 4,200 times
an hour, 100.800 times a day and 36,-
792,000 times in the course of the year.
So that the heart of an ordinary man,
eighty years of age, has beaten 3,000,-
000,060 times.
TR A VESS FAST.-Electricity travels
about 90,000 ini:es a second faster than
•-••••••••••••••
Concerning National Debts.
This whole national debt of the world
is about $29,1'00,000,000. The debt of
the principal nations Is as follows:
France, jf1,000,000,000; Great Britain.
$1,300,000,000; Austria-Hungary, $3,
030,000,000; Russia, $2,875,000,000: Italy,
$2,530,000,000; Spain, $1,395,000,000;
United States, $1190141952; Germany,
$120,000,000. The annual interest on
the national debt paid by each inhabi•
rant is as follows: France, $475; Great
Britain, $3.15; Ant tria, $7 50; Rumen,
$1.20; Italy, $3 80 ; Spain, 3 25; United
States, 42 cents; Gerniany, 33 cents
t 'r t
Many Employes.
Close observers of railway statistics
figure that nearly 1,000,000 men will be
employed by the railroads of the United
States before the close of 1898. At the
elose of the year there were 176,461 miles
of railway in this eonntry and 873,602
employee. In 1803 there were 515 em-
ployes to every 100 miles of line; in Ifsiel
only 4e0 employee to every 100 mllea. If
the railroads could employ the saute pro • see e
portionste amount of labor an they dill
four years age, and most of tho low bi 4,!;
imem lin! Now dottig so, thorn will 10! at
'he end of this your employed either
90,000 of a ronini million of. These ,, • ,
figures do not include sleeping-car men, 1.• 9
fast freight men, depot, bridge and ter- se.esSe
urinal employes and other portions of
the transportation service.
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Don't Forget the Place, Next to Hardwrck's Drug Store
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SASH, DOORS, BLINDS, MANTELS, FLOOR-
ING, GRATES, CEILINGS, LATHS,
PAINTS, OILS, ETC., ETC.
Estimates given on all kinds of work.
Iich.rds,
C intrac °vs aid Builders.
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Private Sampling Allowed.
A resolution, which was introduced at
a tueeting of the Clarksville Tobacco
Board of Trade about a month ago, but
which, tinder the by-laws, was forced to
lay over for thirty days, to allow private
sampling, Ilse been passed by the board.
Private sampling can now be done by
any member of the Tobacco Board of
Trade at any sales warehouses of the
market, to be sampled by a member of
the Board of Inspectors, with the regu
lar seal of the market upon all temples,
and all hogsheads thus sampled and sold
are to be included in the mark. t's re
ceipta, which was not the case te reto-
fore.
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25 Per Cent.10f1 our Suits, Over-
Coats, Odd Pant and Children's Goods.
Don't Waste Time Looking Around When an
Opportunity Like This is Offered!
$5.00 SUITS F0 3.75.
$10.03 SUITS FOR $7.50.
I $16.00 SUITS FOR $11.25.
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THIS IS A GREAT CHANCE!
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FORBIDDEN SWEETS.
Dr. Talmage Exposes Traps
Set For Unwary Feet.
TEXT IS SAM XIV, 43.
Seam st tie Template's's Attract and
Ikea Destris
MOUT RAVI FRO11 THE ETERNAL ROCK.
"Copyrigbt, ISM by omerccan Preis Also-
elation.]
WAsterevrott, Jan. 211.-Dr. Talmage
Ihere starts with an oriental some, from
;which be draws practical lessens as to
ithe allurements which entrap the un-
wary, and the discourse will pet many
'ea their guard. The text is I Samuel
xiv. 43, "I did but taste a little bcney
w t th the end of the rod that wee in my
hand. and. lo, I moat the
The honeybee is a most ingenious ar-
chitect, it Christopher Wren among in-
sects geometer drawing bexegons and
pentagons, • freebooter robbing the
•fields of pollen and aroma. wondreus
creature of God. wham biography, writ-
len by Hubes sod 8waamartiam, Is en
aucbantmeet fur any lower of assure
celebrated the bee in his fable of
tAristasua, and Meese and Samuel and
'David and eolonson and Jeremiah aod
'Ezekiel and St. John cued the delicacies
of bee manufacture as • Bible 'symbol-
.* miracle formation is the bee. Five
era two tongues. the outer having •
sbeath of prow-soon, hair. an all 'idea
of its tiny body to brush up the parti-
cles of flower,. Its flight a) reneight that
all the world knows of the bee line. The
honeycomb is a palace roch as no one
but God mould plan and the honeybee
construct, ita cells simetirues a dormi-
tory and sometimes' & storehouse and
eometimes a cemetery Theee winged
toilers first make eight irtrips of wax,
and by their antennae which are to
them hammer aud cbisel and squese
and plumb line. fashion them for um.
Two and two theme workers shape the
wall. If an accident happens, they put
up bettreeees ef extra beams to remedy
the demage.
When abeut tbe year 1774 an insect
before unknown in the nighttime at-
tacked the beehives' all over Europe,
and the men who owned them were in
•ain trying to plan emmething to keep
out the invader that WWI the terror of
the beehivee of the continent, it was
Sound that evynthere the boss had ar-
ranged for thee, own protection and
built before their honeycombs en espe-
cial wall of wee with portholes through
which the base might go to and fro, but
not large enough to admit tbe winged
combatant called the Sphinx Atropos.
TIMM* Dtroetioa.
Do you know that the swarming af
the bees is divinely directed? The moth-
er bee uterus for a new home, and be-
cause of this 'the other bees of the hive
get into an excitemmit which raises the
beat of the hive some four degrees, and
they mast die unless they leave their
heated apartments. and they fallow the
mother bee and alight on the branch of
a tree and cling to each other and bold
on until • committee of two or three
bees have explored the region and found
the hollow of a tree or rock not far off
trim a stream of water, and they here
sec up • new oolony epsi ely their em-
ulate! innuatries anti giNe memeeives
to the manufacture of the saccharine
edible. But whe eau tell the chemistry
of that mieture of trweetneaa, part of
it the eery. Ide of the bee and pert of it
the life 4 the fields?
Plenty of this luscious product was
banging in the woods of Bethaven dur-
mg the time of Saul and Jonathan.
Their army wee in pursuit of an enemy
that by God's command must be exter-
minated. The 'soldiery were poaitively
forbidden to stop to eat anything until
the eork wee dome If they disobeyed,
they were aocursed. Coming through
the woods, they found • place where
the bees had been busy-a greet honey
leanest-vary-honey gathered tn the
hollem of the trees until it had over-
flowed epee the ground in great profte
Mee of sweetmeat All the asmy obeyed
order+ and tooched it Dot asee Jona-
than, sad he. not knowing the military
order about abseitiesece, dipped the end
of a sands be had ha hia head into the
candied liquid. and se yellow sod tempt-
ing it glowed on the end oi the stick .
he pat it eo kie masa and ate the hon-
ey. Judgasene tall open him, aod bat
for special besereeettoo be would have
been alai*. In my text Jonathan an-
nounces him awful naiades. "I did but
taste a Utak hooey van tbe end the
rod that was is way hood, and. lc, I
must die." Alas, what intiltiondes of
people in all ages Imes been damaged
by forbidden honey, by which I mess
temptation, delicious hod attractive.
but damaging and destructive!
true a nee Lamatara.
Corrupt literature, fascinating, but
deatef -e, comes La this category. Where
one need, honest, healthful bock is read
new there are a hundred made up of rhe-
torical trash consumed with avidity.
When the boys on the cars come through
with • pile of publications, look over the
titles and notice that nine out of ten of
the books are injurious,. All the way
from here to Chicago or New Orleans
notice that objectionable books domi-
nate. Taste for pure literature is poi-
soned by this scum of the publishing
house. Every book in which sin ori
unions over virtue or in which a glamour
is thrown over dissipation or which
leaves you at its last line with lam re-
spect for the marriage institetion and
Peso abhorrence for the pahmour is a
depremion of your 01WD moral character.
The book bindery may be attractive aod
the plot dramatic and etartling and the
style of writing sweet as the honey that
Jonathan took up with hie rod, but your
best interests forbid it, your moral safe-
ty forbids It, your God forbids it, and
one taste of it may lead to such bad re-
sults that you may have to say at the
close of the experiment, or at the close of
a miaimproved lifetime, "I did but taste
a little honey with the rod that was in
Any and, lo, I must die."
Corrupt literature Is doing more to-
day for the dizniption of domestic life
than ane others-atlas. Elopemeata, mar-
ital intrigues, sly curreepoudenoe, ficti-
tious names given at posts:aloe win-
dows, clandestine meetings in parks and
at ferry gates and ia betel parlors and
conjugal perjuries are aiming the ruin-
ous remelta. When a womao, young or
old, gets ber bead thoroughly stuffed
with the modern paved, she Is in appal-
ling peril. But someone will sty. "The
heroes are so adroitly knavish and the
heroines so beWitehingly untrue and the
turn of the story no exquisite sod all the
characters so enrapturing I cannot quit
them." My brother, my sister, you can
find styles of litesature Jost as charming
that will elevate and purify and ennoble
and Christianize while they please. The
devil does not own all the honey. There
is a wealth of good books coming forth
from our publishing houses that leave
no excuse for the choice of that which
111 debauching to body, mind sad soul.
Go to sense intelligent man or woman
aak for a list of books that will be
strengthening to your meotal and morel
condition.
Life is im abort and your time for im-
provement so • bhmv tamed that you ma-
nce afford 10 fill up with hcaksand ohs-
dere and dates, fa the orterstices of
%manner thee roans mass is reeding thee
which will prepare him tc, be • Mer-
chant pence sad that young seems's la
filling hes mind with an tntelligeses
that will est etcher make bear the aniet
astreselem of • gond men e herne give
her an taddemsciumee of ehareoter that
will quanny nee no bedid tier Ara hones
and matmain it tu a haps/them thee re-
quires po augmentation frorn any of our
rougher eery That young man or young
woman ran by the riebt literary sed
newel Improvement of the spare ten
minutes here these every dayorise
Mesa and sheulders in prosperity and
character and inflnenee above the loun-
gers -arm, reed nothing or read that
which bedwarfe See all the forests of
good American literature dripping with
boney Why pick up the hemeyeenabs
,that have in there the fiery bees which
will mine yen An eterrial poison
you or me deckle everything Tor Knis
word and the next. It was a turning
point W ICU me %men in a tweeter, in
Syracuse one day I picked up a bhok
called "The Beauties of Ruskin."1 It
was only a book of extracts, but it ivas
all pure honey, and I was not satisfied
until I had purchased all hie works, at
that time expensive beyond an easy ca
pecity to own them, and with what de-
light I went through reading his "Sev-
en Lamps of Architecture" and Ihls
"Stones of Venice" it is imposeible -for
me to describe except by saying that it
geve me a rapture for good books end
an everlasting disgust for decrepit or
immoral books that will last me while
my life lasts. All around the church
and the world today there are busy hires
of intelligence occupied by autliors and
authoresses from whoee pens drip a dis-
tillation which is the very necthe of
heaven, and why will you thrust your
rod of inquisitiveness into the deatliful
saccharine of perdition?
Beware al Stress Driak.
Stimulating liquids alai come into
the category of temptation delicious but
deathful. You say, "I cannot bear the
taste of intoxicating liquor, and how
any man can like it is to me an amaze-
ment." Well, then, it is no credit to
you that you do not take it. Do not brag
about your total abstinence, because it
is not from any principle that yoU re-
ject alcoholism, but for the reason that
you reject certain styles of food; you
simply don't like the taste of them.
But multitudes of people have &natural
fondness for all kinds et intoxicants.
They like it so much that it makes
them smack their lips to look at it.
They are dyspeptic, and they like to aid
digestion; or they are annoyed by in-
somnia, and they take it to produce
sleep; or they are troubled, and they
take it to make them oblivious; or they
feel happy, aod they must celebrate
their hilarity. They begin with mint
julep sucked through two straws on the
Long Branch piazza and end in the
:ditch, taking frem a jug a liquid - an
keel:vane and half whisky. They not
only like it, but it is an all conen ing
pension of body, mind and soul, and aft-
er awhile have it they will, though one
wineglars of it should coet the temporal
and eternal destruction of theinwlves
and all their families and the whole hu-
man race. They would say, "I am sorry
it is going to goat me and my family
and all the world's population eo very
much, but here it goes to my lips, and
now let it roll over my parched Wawa
and down my bested throat, the sesteet-
est, the most inspirieg, the most deli-
cious draft that ever thrilled a human
frame." 1 ) cure the habit •before it
mimes to ; ts last stages, various plans
were tried ill olden times. This plan
was reoommended in the books: When
a man wanted to reform, be put shot or
bullets into the cup or glass of strong
drink-one additional idiot or bullet
each day, that displaoed so much liquor.
Bullet after bullet added day by day, of
oourse the liquor became less and less
until the bullets would entirely till up
the glass and there "MA no room for the
liquid, and by that time it was said the
inebriate would be cured. Whether tiny
one ever was cured in that way I know
not, but by long experiment it is found
that the only way is to stop :bort off,
and when a man does that he needs God
to help him, and there have been more
cases than you eau count when God has
so belped the man that he left off the
drink forever, and I could count a score
of them, some of them pillars in the
house of God.
atom" Death.
One would suppose that men would
take warning from some of tbe ominous
names given to the intoxicanta and
etand off from the devaatating influ-
ences You have noticed, for instance,
that some of the reetsurants are called
"The Shades," typical of the fact that
it puts a man's reputation in the stride,
and his morals in the shade, and hie
prosperity in the ahade, and his !wife
and children in the anade, and hit im-
mortal destiny in the Made. New. J
find on some of the liquor signs
our cities the words "Old Crow,"
mightily suggestive of the carcase and
tbe filthy raven that (scoops upon it.
"Old Crow!" Men and women without
numbers alain of rum, but unburied.
and this evil is pecking at their gip-
eyes, and pecking at their blteloo
cheek, and pecking at their deer yed
manhood and womanhood, thrusting
beak and claw into the mortal reenains
of what was once gloriously alive, but
now morally dead. "Old Crow!" Ent,
alas, how many take no warning ! They
make me think of Caesar on his way to
sagaasination, fearing nothing, though
his statue in the hall crashed into frag-
ments at his feet, and • scroll captain-
ing the names of the conspirators wai
thrum into his hands. yet walking right
oo to meet the dagger that was to take
his life. This infatuation of strong
drink is so mighty in many a man that,
thougti bia fortunes are crashing, and
tits beaten la swathing, and his domestic
interests are crashing, and we band him
• long scroll containing the names of
perils' that await him, he goes straight
on to peysical and mental and moral
assamination proportian many ityle
of alcohonsm is plea/taut to your taste
and stimulating to your nerves, and for
a time delightful to all your physical
and mental commie-Mime is the peril
awful Remember Jonathan and the
forbiddea honey in the woods at Beth•
Furthermore, the gamester's indul-
gence must be put in the list of tempta-
tions delicious, but destructive You
who have cromed the ocean many times
have notioed that always one of the best
rooms has from morning until late at
night been given up to gambling -prac-
tices. I heard of men who went on
board with enough for a European ex-
cursion who landed without money to
get their baggage up to the hotel or
railroad station. To many there is a
complete fascination in games of hazard
or the riaking of money on possibilities.
It seems as natural for them to bet as
to eat. Indeed, the hunger for food is
often overpowered by the hunger for
wagers. ell es apeard for those of us who
nave never reit me tamenation or Lae
wager to speak slightingly of the temp-
tation. It has slain a multitude of intel-
lectual and moral giants, men and wo-
men stronger than you or I. Dows un•
der its power went glorious Oliver
Goldsmith and Gibbon, tbe famone his-
torian, and Charles Fox, the renowned
statesman, and in olden times sentitors
of the United States, who used to be as
regularly at the gambling house all
night as they were in the halls of legis-
lation by day. Oh, the tragedies Of the
faro table! I know persons who began
with a alight stake a ladies' Muter
and ended with the suicide's pistol at
lioete Carlo. They played with the
square pieces of bone with black rearka
on them, not knowing that eaten was
playing fur their bones at the same
time and was sure to sweep all the
stakes off on his side of the table. State
legislatures have again and again sanc-
tioned the mighty evil by passing laws ,
in defense of race tracks, and many
young men have loot all their wages at
such so called "meetings." Every man
who voted for 'such infamous bille has
on bis hands and forehead the blood of
these souls.
Eternal Catastrophe.
But in this connection some y1oung
converts say to me: "Is it right tol play ,
cards? Is there any harm in a guide ol
whist or euchre?" Well, I know good
men who play whist and euchre• and
other styles of games without any
wagers. I had a friend who played
cards with his wife and childrene and
then at the close mid, "Come, noM, let
us have prayers." I will not judge oth-
er men's consciences, but I tell you that
cards are in my mind so associated with
the teroposal and spiritual rein ef splen-
did young men that I would aa soon
say to my family, "Come, let us have a
game of cards" as I would go iuto a
menaeerie and say, "Come, let us have
a game of rattlesnakes" or into a oeme-
tery and, sitting down by seirnarble
slab, say to the gravediggersel'Oome,
let us have a game at Anna." Conscien-
tious young ladies, are silently saying,
"Do you thtok card playing will do us
any hereon' Perhaps not. bat how will
you feel If in the great day of eternity,
when We are aaked to give an &moan{
of our Influence, some man ehould say.
"I was introduced to gamer of chews
in the year 1/498, at your house, and I
went on from that wort te something
more exciting and went on down until
I lost my business and loll my morals
and lost my soul,,and these c.hains that
you see to my wrists and feet are the
chains& a gamester's doom, and I am
on my way to a gambits's bell." Hon-
ey at the Wart, ethernet' catastrophe at
the laat.
11,440 1.5-, -AJORKP 1.4.es Wet teas far Stm 
enr.
cathlogee Irnient LS-nere exhilarating
to go into the stock market and, depos-
iting a mall sum of money, run the
chance of taking out a fortune. Many
men are doing an honest and safe busi-
uess iu the stuck market, lend you are
an ignoramus if you do not kuow that
it is just as legitinume to deal iu stocks
as it is to deal coffee or sugar or
flour. But nearly .ne outsiders who
go there on n financial excursion lom
all. The old spiders eat up the unsus-
pecting flies. I had a friend who put
his hand on his hip pocket aud said iu
substanoe, "I bate there the value of
#250,000." His borne is today yenni•
less. What was the matter? Stock gam-
bling. Of the vast majority who are
victimized you hear nut cue word. One
great stock firm goes down, and whole
columns of newspapers discuss their
fraud or their disaster, and we are pre-
sented with their features and their bi-
ography. lint where one such famous
firm sinks 500 unknown men sink with
them. The greut steamer goes down,
and all the little boats ore swallowed
in the same eugulfment.
Gambling is gambling, whether in
stocks or breadstuffs or dice or race
home betting. Exhilaration at the stern
bet a raving brain and a shattered uerv-
ons system and a sacrificed property
and a destroyed soul at the last. Young
mer, bny no lottery tickets, purchase
no prize packages, bet ou no baseball
games or yacht raciug, have no faith in
luck, answer no mysterious circulars
proposing great income fur small invest-
ment. Drive away the buzzards' that
hover around our hotels trying to entrap
strangers. Go out and make an honest
living. Have God cn your side and be a
candidate for heaven. Remember all the
paths of sin are banked with flowers at
the start, and there are plenty of help-
ful bands to fetch the gay charger to
your door and hold the stirrup while
you mount. lint farther ou the horse
plunges to the bit in a slough inextrica-
ble.
The Truth of God.
The best honey is not like that which
Jonathan took on the' end of the rod and
brought to his lips, but that which God
puts Q11 the batmen-tem table of macro,.
at wuteri we are ail thyme(' to M. 1
was reading of a boy among the monn•
tains of Switzerland ascending a dan-
gerous elace with his father and the
guides. The boy stopped on the edge of
the cliff and said, "There is a flower I
mean to get." "Come away from
there," said the father. "Yon will fall
off." "No," said he. "I must get that
beautiful flower." And the guides
rushed toward him to pull him back,
wheu just as they heard him say, "I
almoat have it.," he fell 2,000 feet.
Birds of prey were seen a few days after
circling through thee air and lowering
gradually to the place where the corpse
lay. Why seek flowers off the edge of
the precipice) when you cau walk knee
deep amid the full blooms of the very
paradise of God? When a man may sit
at the kiug's banquet. why will he- go
down the steps and contend for the ref-
use and teems of a hound's kennel?
"Sweeter than honey and the honey-
comb," says David, is the truth of God.
"With honey out of the reck would I
have satisfied thee," says God to the
recreant Here is honey gathered from
the blossoms of trees of life, and with a
rod made out of the wood of the crom
I dip it up for all your souls.
The poet liesiod tells of an ambrosia
and a nectar the drinking of which
would make men live forever, and one
sip of the honey from the Eternal Rock
will give you eternal life with God.
Como off the malarial levels of a sinful
life. Come and live on the uplands of
grace, where the vineyards sun them-
selves. "Oh, taste aud see that the
Lord is gracious!" Be happy now and
happy forever. For those elm take a
different course the honey will tnrn
gall. For many things I have admired
Percy Shelley, the great English poet,
but I deplore the fact that it seemed a
great sweetnees to him :o dishonor God.
The poem "Queen 3 all" has in it the
maligning of the _Sty. Shelley was
impious enough to ask for Rowland
Hill's Surrey chapel that he might de-
nounce the Christimi religion. He wa
in great glee &genet God and the Mutt
But he visited Italy, and one day on I' .
irmiirerranean wi.h two frieuds ft
, 24 feet long he was
ee shore when au hour's
squall struck the water. A gentleman
standing on shore throurli a glass sae
many boats tossed in this email, but
all outrode the storm except one, ie
which Shelley and his two friends wert
sailing. That pevcr cnnie ashore, be.
the bodies ef two of the r ceumuns wer
scabbed up on the beach, cue cf thee
the meet A funeral eyre was Loilt
the sembere ly acme classic Memel
and the two Indies were comelier.
Poor Shelley! He would have no (1.
while he lived, and 1 tear had no 61
Wben be died. "The Lord km-meth I!
way of the ciente ous, Let the way
the ungodly spell peliele" Emvare
the forbidden hooey!
The physical existence
of mankind is *marching
like an account in a ledge?.
Health on one side-dik
ease on the other. All the
pure air, good food, ra-
tional exercise and sound
sleep go on one side of
the account. it sums up health and
strength. On the other side, are bad air,
poor food, overwork and worry. That foots
up weakness and disease.
When your appetite or sleep is disturbed:
when the stomach and liver are not work-
ing properly, or the bowels are not in regu-
lar condition; you are losing vitality and
strength ; figures are going down on the
wrong side of the ledger. Unless this is
stopped and the other side of the account
is built up, you'll soon be a physical
bankrupt.
The most profimble account • sick man
can open in his Ledger of Life is with Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical niicovery, a
wonderful and scientific tonic which im-
parts a direct and healthy stimulus to the
entire nutritive organism. It strengthens
the digestive Reeds and the liver, and en-
ables the blood-making organs to produce
pure, red, highly-vitalized blood.
It is not a mere temporary exhilarator.
It feeds the constitution with genuine, per-
manent power. It writes big, round sums
on the health side of the account, and
wipes out the figures of wetness and die
eme. It animates tbe •ital forces and
builds up healthy Dash, muscular energy
and nerve-force.
For nearly lo years Dr. Pierce haa been
chief consulting physician of the Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo,
N. Y. His formulas are everywhere recog-
nized as the most effective remedies in the
world. His " Pleasant Pellets " are the
most perfect and scientific cure for consti-
pation ever invenfrd. They are not violent
in their action, but perfectly sure, and at
the same time comfortable. Their great
reputation has called out a score of imi-
tations, which druggists sometimes try
to submitute, but there is nothing "jest
as good."
ALL WOMEN
Should know that the
'old Time" gemedy,
Is the best for Panels Tressesa. corrects all
irregularities In IreMale Organs. Should be
taken for Champ d Las and before fAilitekth.
PlisMers 'vie Time Resew have stood tbe
test tor twenty yeare
Made ugly by New Spencer weeleue , mem
tenoogs. Tennessee.
e 
R. U. HARDWICK.
HARD FIGHT.-It is said that the
steamship companies will make a Lard
fight in the House against the Immigra-
tion Bill which passed the Senate last
week.
teREETED.-President and Mrs.
Dole, of Hawaii, were met by a delega-
tion of distinguished citizens on their
arrival in Chicago yesterday.
POSTPONED.-It is said that Gov.
Bradley's banquet to the General As-
sembly, which was to have been given
Wednesday night, has been indefinitely
postponed.
STATISTICS-The Methodist Church
including all branches in the United
Statee, is 130 years old, and haa 51,000
ohumnee and about 5,663.000 members.
THE THUM APPEAL.
Necessity For Immediate
Relief is Urgent.
A CONCERTED EFFORT.
Citizens of Hopkintvitie and Christian County
Skied Hem
CRY OF DISTRESS AND AFFLICTION.
Secretary Sherman has issued his
third appeal to the American public in
behalf of the starving Cubans and again
calls attention to the urgent neceasity
for immediate relief, as follows :
To 1HE PUBLIC:
"The undersigned, Secretary of State
of the United States, had the honor on
the 24th of December to make know u
all charitably disposed people of this
country the appeal of the President for
aid, in the form of money and supplies,
toward the speedy relief of the distress-
ing destitution and suffering which ex-
ists among the people of Cuba.
"The gratifying interest which his
countrymen have shown in all parte of
our land iu that humane appeal has led
the President to recognize the need of
orderly and concerted effort, under well
directed control, if timely assistance is
to be given by the public to the sick and
needy in Ceiba.
"It will be the office of the commit-
tee so organized not only to receive and
forward to the United States Consul
General at Havium such money and
necemary supplies as may be con-
tributed by the people of the U tined
States, but to invoke in its own name
and through the three great interest it
fitly represents the concurrent effort of
local relief boards throughout the
United itates, and to invite the kindly
aid of the transportion agencies of the
country for the prompt commyauce of
contributed supplies to the seaboard and
their shipment thence to Cuba.
"The Consul-General at Havana is, in
turn, assured of the effective co-opera-
tion of every available agency in the
island of Cuba in order that life may be
saved and suffering spared. The Span-
ish Government welcoming the aid
thus tendered, will faciliate the work,
and to that end will admit into Cuba,
free of duties and charges, all articles,
otherwise liable to tax, when duly con-
signed to the Consul-General.
"By direction of the President the un-
dersigned appeals to the people iu every
city and town, to the municipal authori-
ties thereof, and the local boards of
trade and transportation, to corpora-
tions and others producing the necessi-
ties of life, and to all whose hearts are
open to the cry of distreis and affliction.
to second the generous effort now being
made, and by well directed endeavor
make its success truly responsive to the
sentiments of charity that have ever
characterised the American people.
"JOHN SliElta Secretary of State."
The Governor of Kentucky has like
wise made an appeal of the same nature
and has appointed W. U. Coldewey, ot
Louisville, Ky., as Chairman of the Re
:f Committee for Kenturky, to whom
iunds or supplies moy be sent, properly
marked "Cuban Relief Fund." Such
funds or supplies will be promptly for-
warded to the Central Relief Commit -
tee at New York, and through such
Committee be properly distributed
where most needed throughout the
island of Cuba, and to which end the
transportation companies have offered
licit facilities free and the Spanish and
Onban governments will lend every aid.
•11.-
FOR LEXINGTON.
Mesmer, TO NEW ERA )
Washington, D. C., Jan. 24.-Judge
Denny, of Lexington, is in Washington
andeavoring to have Lexington named
as a place for holding court should
either the Deboe or Evans bill be passed
Each provides for a new judicial dis-
trict in Kentucky.
\ NI UNFORTUNATE LDITOR.
Experience In Newspn.per Mak.
ing Was Not a Happy One.
In leo' life story of Edisen Mrs. Sarah
Tooley relatea the following cute
aerning the " Wizard:"
"Hal Mg been successful as a news-
1: lisuu lost no time in bet-owing
in editor and publisher, and like Gar-
risen:
What need ot help? Ilo knew how types were
set.
ne hod a dannlIceo spirit and a prem.
"True, Tom Ellienns press only con-
sisted of a diaused set of typo purchased
for a nominal sum, and his combined
printing office and editorial sanctum
was a dilapidated luggage van. but it
missemed an advantage of which even
Printing House square cannot boast-it
was migratory. The van converted to
this novel purpose was attached to the
train on the Grand Trunk railway, and
appropriately enough the paper Was en-
titled The Grand Truett Herald.
"A further venture was Paul Pry, in
which, if any one may be excused a
pun, the editor 'pried' into things in
too free a manner, and some individuals,
incensed at his fun at their expense,
dipped him into the river tu coul his
imagination. Further disaster followed
when one day a phosphorous bottle up-
set in his laboratory and nearly set the
train on fire. The conductor promptly
removed Edison and his apparatus,
printiug and chemical, to the platform
at the next stopping place.
"It wae a bitter moment, of which
Edison cannot think without feeling
over Ripely the sense of utter hopelessness
aud desolation which came upon him
when he saw the train whirling off
while he stood alone aud forsaken
among his broken goods, his ear tin-
gliug with a brutal box which injured
his hearing for life."
The Old Thee Stagecoach.
In 1762 there were, strange as it
seems, only six stagecoaches running
in all England, and of course these were
the only public vehicles for traveler&
Even these were a novelty, and a per-
son named John Crosset thought they
were such a dangerous innovation that
he wrote a pamphlet against them.
"These coaches," he wrote, "make gen-
tlemen come to London upon every
small occasion, which otherwise they
would not do except upon urgent neces-
aity. Nay, the couveniency of the pass-
age makea their wives come often up,
who rather than come such.long jour-
neys on horseback would stay at home.
Then when they come to town they
--7:1;isr•Ai(410AMPRisiege;erosne
,N OPEN r rER
To MOTHEAS.
WE ARE ASSERTING 1N THE COURTS OUR RIGHT TO THE
EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD " CASTORIA.," AND
"PITCHER'S CASTORIA," AS OUR TRADE MARK.
I, DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, of Hyannis, Massachusetts,
was the originator of -PITCHER'S CASTORIA," the came
that has borne and does now on every
bear the fac-simile signature of C4tec , 14Z;z4' wrapper.
This is the original " PITCHER'S CASTORIA," which has been
used in the homes of the Mothers of .America for over thirty
years. LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see that it is
the kind you have always bought on the
and has the signature of dicliAr---;e4 wrap-
per. No one has authority from me to use my name ex-
cept The Centaur Company of which Chas. H. Fletcher is
President.
March 8, 1897. 
..D.
Do Not Be Deceived.
Do not endanger the life of your child by accepting
a cheap substitute which some druggist may offer you
(because he makes a few more pennies on it), the in-
gredients of which even he does not kru)w.
IThe Kind You Have Always Bought"
BEARS THE FAG-SIMILE SIGNATURE OF
Insis on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.
T1.14  0111111•111r. 17 a ;ea • •••• 0,11.
How to Find Out
Fill a bottle or common glees with
urine and let it stand twenty-four
hours; a sediment or settling indicates
an unhealthy condition of the kidnems.
When urine stains linen it is positive
evidence of kidney trouble. Too fre-
quent desire to urinate or pain in the
back, is also convincing proof that the
kidneys and bladder are out of order.
WHAT TO DO.
There hi comfort in the knowledge PO
often expressed, that Dr. Kiimer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy
fulfills every wish in relieving pain in
the Lack, kidneys, liver, bladder and
every part of the urinary passages. It
correct& inability to hold unn and scald-
iug pain in passing it, or bad effects fol-
lowing nse of liquor, wine or beer, and
overcomes that unpleasant neceseity
being compelled to get up many times
during the night to urinate. The miln
and tue extraordinary effect of Swamp-
Root is soon realized. It stands the
highest for its wonderful cures of the
the most disteessing eases. If you need
a medicine you should have the best.
Sold by druggists price fifty cents and
one dollar. You may have a sample
bottle and pamphlet both sent free by
mail. Mention New ERA and send
your address to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bing-
hampton, N. Y. The proprietors' of thi
paper guaraneee the genuineness of thi
offer.
Gen. Lougstreet's confirmation is
fought.
nese—
To Offer a Reward of 100 Dollars
for &case of catarrh that Call uot be
cured, may lead to the sale of the arti-
cle. But do you know of any soch re-
ward being paid? Ely Bros. do not
promise rewards ia order to riell their
well-known "Cream Balm." They of-
fer the moist effective medicants, pre-
pared in convenient form to use, which
is absolutely free from memorials or
other harmful draga.
- 
_ _
Gen. Garcia hae not been killed as re-
ported. 
• _
Children and adults tortured by burns,
scalds, injuries. eczema or skin disemee
may secure instant relief by using De
WIWI§ Witch Hazel Salve. Is is the great
Pile remedy, R. (J. Hardwick.
Gotne z less ordered a traitor put to
death.
One dose of Dr. Bell's "nue Tar Honey
given to a child on ieuriug stops a
cough, relieves croup cir cares a cold
and insures quiet rest and refreshieg
sleep. It is harmless. Babies love it.
All mothers who have used it roman-
mend it.
Reported that American &hips have
been ordered to Havana.
No Onre-No Pay.
That is the way all druggists sell
Grove's Taateleas Chib -I nem r-e- -eels
and malaria. It is simply iron anii qui-
nine in a tastelees tome Ohaeiresii love
a. Adults prefer it tu uatieciste
i la 50 ' 6ng me. rice, o. +tie m
AfTE'XAS WONDER.
Hall's Great Discovery.
One sman mettle of Hall's Orem v-
covery cures all kidney and bladder
troubles, removes gravel, cures diabetes+,
seminal emiesion, weak aud lame hawk,
rheumatism and ell irregulariti s re? the
kidneys arid bladder in both men and
women. Regulates hladder trenble al,
children. If not sold by yoareartneriet.
will be sent by nusil on remsipt of $1.
One small bottle two menth's treat-
ment, and will cure any case above
mentioned. E W. HALL
Sole manufacturer, P. 0. nex 418,
Waco, Sold oy C. D. Arm-
istead, Hopkinsvilie, Ky.
READ THIS.
Clanton, Ala., March 3, 0,97.- I cer-
tify that I have been cared of kidney
and bladder troubles by Hall's Great
Diecovery of Waco, Texas, and I can
fully recounned it
REV. L. B. POUNDS.
All orders promptly filled. Send
Texas testimonials. eod
am -
There seems to b nothing left of the
egg corner but a bad odor.
We are auxious to do a little good in
this world aud can think of no pleasan-
ter way to do it then by recominendine
One Minute Cough Cure as a preventive
of pueunionia, consumption and othei
serious lung troubles that follow neg-
lected colds. R C. Herdwick.
Dr. Simons is a good liver, but hi
ought to have a regulator.
- ------essee _
gain ten pounds in tali days. Over 400,•
000 cured. Buy No-To-Bac of your
druggist, under guarantee to cure, SO(
or $1.00. Booklet and sample menisci
take No-To-Esac, the wonder-worker,
free. Ad. Sterling Remedy Co., Chica-
go or New York.
that makee weak men strong. Many
Don't Tobeec_...._o spit sun Smoke Your
ily and forever, be made well, etrong.
magnetic, full of now life and vigor.
If you want to quit tobaceo name ere
Life Aw•y.
Mr. McKinley is entitled to a Oust a,
a platform "buster."
o y three little
more"iik.re—„,..ththarneetit,i...tc..-loetbther
Th I ings which do
things created-they are the ant, the
bete, and DeWitt's Little Early Risers,
the last being the famous little pills for
stomach and liver troubles R. C. Hard-
wick.
__me- -
Ohio came very near hitting the coin -
try with au acorn inetead of a buckeye.
Caecaretee wren kidneys ane
bowels. Never sicken, e oaken or gripe.
Zeta. has t written (Hough lately,
but has talked too murn
• 
-OM.--
CASTORIA
For Infants and Children.
firs he-
s:ail.
*patty*
al
Boston 34 ereLanra' Av
mends thee fire iumeranes
Hot times in the }clench ehane er of dured.
Deputies.
WI oopiug oomeh is me more me rem-
jug malady ; but ite duration t• cue
short by toe use of One al
Cure, which hi also ) be e e rem-
edy for croup arm ail lung •. •
um troubles. R. C. Harawi-
,-
Japan's tieet may cause t- tLe
far &set.
'me fe-
stale
apace»
ef
-
ne-el.neer
• eryt+od o aay
Uasear••, eau:5 Cathie
woricierte •inicarin
plemant •d
a• enei4•velv en
and boeme clea. eine the _
Lime] eole-e, mum emedaci--.
eseel cum nettle:. enc..
tu• and try s tan "
esey; 10 e 60 (muss Eto_.
efity
NNW& -
The Ohio river is on the raumei,_ and
still rising.
_ __en-. me-- -
After yearn of untold sufferem from
piles, R. W. Parseli of Kim rmule,
Pa., cured by us' ,g sum' • mes. of
DeWitt's Witch Haze• e • Site
eisse such as eczema, rad., mee 'm anis
obstinate sores are readily .e this
famous+ remeay. R.
Both the brute mei groom h•
timid, yet they always seem: ut. ;.12eir
rites.-Chwago News.
What pleasure is there in !if._ -•'h a
headache, constipation and mess?
Thousands experience then. ...lee •ula
beeome perfectly healthy br De
Witt's Little Early timers, um 'mantis
little pills. R. C. Hardwick.
Iowa unionists wain the pu'l ebol-
ished.
When bilious or costive, set a cesea-
ret candy cathartic, cure guaranteed.
600 .26e
Albany negro caterers have organ.
ized.
Rheumatism Ourednn
"Mystic (jure" for Rheerrenme and
Nenralgia radically cures izi 1 tO 5 days.
Its action upon the system is rem...liable
I and mysterous. It remover+ at ^-,r:e the
cause and the disease immediately dis-
appears. The first dosegresitle •flts ;
75 ',enter Seed by R. 0. Hardy Irrug.
gist Hopkinsville.
mast be in the wade, get fine clothes, America has three hundred sea two
tin plate mills.go to plays and treats, and by these
means get such a habit of idleneas and
love of pleasure that they are uneasy ' Don't annoy others by your coughing, .miles South of Hopkinsville, Ky., rine
after." Even people who oome to the ani risk your life by neglecting a eold.
One Minute Cough Cure cares couelas, mile from Howell, Ky., 
a railroad sta.
city on steam cars are sometimes sim- tion on the Clarkeville and Princeton
division of the Louisville & Naahville
Railroad, in an excellent neighborhood
school house on edge of place and (-con-
venient to churches and mills. d&wtf
16, 1897 
HUNTER WOODA
4tt oVnNey, s.
and
DAN' IS F'emale Pills are
sof and stir.. they nevcr
foil. Proof Free.
Co., Cheater, Conn. niku-N25
• ov see ”ierti
--•••••-
Tenrod Club
a 1.st of 7e J vacant lots
Tie Se-
rests
lig.aturr
ice, de-
at- rt.-
C*.ft.IFIPT't").EtIr .
sr se
sem
/ano,&,em4-: -deL
f•-
• e
-
(neirineati hasn't Ft Loll 11
fm-tury.
I cigar
A duel; et' tem - eap. • 1 ...Len
3 brassy eeugh of creep •
the house at regal. Ilat t; e -re r -0,e
changes to relief after Ineist
Cemigh fi'-c has emu ache • . Mic
and harmless for (!lieeire 1- . Mare-
wick.
- --
New York urion house oil:la
bride-el:nee get 12 75 a day
LADIES
FOR SALE.
A nice farm containing 175 -erne of
land lying 6 mileallorth of leent•s nem ille.
Price modarate; terms 1, cesli, balance
in one and 2 yearn; same p...• • me se-tech
C. E Weet now lives.
HUNTER WOoD Sou
Nov. 20, 1897.
em. •11•••-• -
Harty affected by the visit, even unto
this day.-Exchange.
MAGICALLY
EFFECTIVE
TREATMENT
FOR WEAK MEN
OF ALL AGES
NO MONEY In •EYANCE. Won.
derfal appliance and selentille rem-
eaten mat on trial to •ny 'reliable
man. A world-wide reputation back of
this offer. Every obstacle to happy married
life removed. Full strength, development
and tone given tn every portion of the body.
Failure immesiteo, mono barrier. Just try a 10o box of Osscareta, the
oolda, croup, grippe arid all throat and
lung troubles. R. C. Hardwick.
President Dole talks of hie mission
here.
If you are unable to rein at night one
dose of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey will
give you natural and refreshing sleep.
It store a cough and cures a cold quick-
er than any known remedy. It heals
throat, chest and lungs, cures la grippe
pmmanently; doee not stupefy-is
harmless. Children love it and old peo-
ple like it. Take no substitute. There
is nothing "just Le good."
Gigantic railway pass swindle un-
earthed at Chicago.
I-AL CO„ rstMazo'14.`1: 
• fIgnaeset.liver aed bowel regulator ever
A Good Small Farm for Sale.
We will sell on reatunaleo terms to
sail purchmer and at a very reasonable
price, a farm beloz.eing Mre Eliza J.
'amen& (formerly Internee. i inuteinieg
Mei acres, fairly well-itimmeee. ee ril-
ing home on it conteining three rooms
andkitchen and other out lemma; 100
acres cleared anu in cultivation and 56
scree well timbered. This iand les 10
July
L. & N. Time Table
BOUTS BoUND.
No. 68 Acoom'dation departs 6:15 a. m.
" 118 Fast line 6:38 a. in.
" 51 Mail ..... " 5:18 p. m.
" 91 New Orleans lira. " 11 :16 p. m.
NORTH.
59 Chicarre & Ft. Luria Rm.
99 Mail 
64 Feat line
Pfl Accorniefelation, SIT' rat
9 ne a. m
""8 OFFICE wit hJ.:1. LandesAS p. m
8:25 p. m. Hopkinsville, Ky.
40•44hit••••*0.44*04410401~
ri•Aref SPIRFS
t.. cirst
lOnall.
4TH CIRCLE MEETINC.
Rev. Piner Mimes Imre Paducah, Hie g
Held a Seccesthe AI ming.
SOME ST( RIES fOR SAINTS AND SINNER i.
His First Sermon.
Dr. M. B. DeWitt Snuday pre MIS's d
hie first sermon as pastor of the Cum-
berland Presbytmian chureh. lie wits
given an interested hearing by is Mem
congregation. His text was Hebrew 1.
I 5. The diseourse was achoeirly am.
eloquent. Tlie Fannon at night was a
coutinuatioa of the morning theme. 9
Re•. Chas. 11.N•sh.
Rev. Ohara* H. Nosh stated in toe
pulpit Sunday th he would go to
Louisville, this week, to consult, at the
advice of Lis physician, a mimetic-Mt,
Several weeks ago Jtev. Naeh fell and
hurt himself internally, aud has not re-
covered from his injury.
--
Fourth circle Meet:rig.
The following program has been ar•
ranged for the meeting of the Fourth
Circle of Bethel Asseriaticn at Trenton,
Jan. 29th and 30th, 1808:
10.1URDAY.
10 a. m.-Present Outlook for Foreien
Mis.sions iu Japan....J. A. Benner*
i a. m -Japan and theMapanose .. A
and W. J. Dickinson.
tef
1 • .„
M. Couch nth', Prof NLIlernete •
P "iti Aduanig s lihtle on Tobacco. Four Monthi.' Storage Free
1:30p. eu.-Exegesia,:col. 1 :18, "A..1 .
is head of the booy the church"... .e•-
J. G. Bow, John P. Gernett.
..30 p. m --Our ensue; Olisaion Week 
W. G. NIL rune ,
Wheeler, Mills dz CoProf E nnueci ago rusou.,13. D.dine
7 p. m.- Sermon by .1. G. Bow.
SUND.,y.
11 a m.---Sernacm by Eder rind Hamisem
The &natation.
The following atatisnes have been
eaumilecl 'shoe Top, tba eels at wtn.d,
the Bible was trauslated into the e '-
ferent languages: Spanish, :478; fe•
man, 1522: Engliet , MO,5; French, 1635;
Danish, 1b40; Swedish, 1541 ; Datcti,
1563; Russian, 1581; Hungarian, le89 ;
Polish, 1596; Turkish, 1616; Modern
Greek, 1638; Irish, 1685; Portugume,
1768; Manx, 1771; Italian, 1976; 13mi-
galee, 1801; Tartar, 1814; Persian, 1815;
Chinese, 1820.
The Total Gain.
The total gain of all denominations
for the year ni said to be: Miiiimers 5.-
204; 2,872 churches and Menem mern:
pers. The Catholics have made the
greatest gain in members. The Method-
ists come next, and the Baptist next.
rhe Salvationists report a gain of L24
ministers and ninety churches. Chris-
tian Scientists report a gain of 500 min-
:sters and thirty churches.
The Sunday School Lessons.
The Observer says: "For the next
six mouths several millions of Sunday-
school children and adults in this oonn•
try are to study the life of Christ. No
more important subject could be pre•
sented to the minds of the rising gener-
ation."
Step For Church Union.
The Christian church and the Congre-
gationalists are erningieg a union. The
committee has suggested this plan:
Resolved, that a union of tne two
bodies be recommended on following
basis:
"First-Mutual reomnition of the-
Christian standing of esie h other's
churches and ministers, with no doctri-
nal teat beyond the acceptance of the
Bible as the only standard of faith and
practice.
"Secend-One name for the highest
-epreeentative body, sueh as the Gener-
al Council of Christian churches.
-Third-Present organizations, iusti
tenons and usages not to be disturbed
by this action.
eFonrth-That it be advised that new
anterprima ehurcheis be miteblialm•
nuder sueb a name as OniristianS
the Num aient therene"
Several church papers an.] newer--
nave opposed ties anumested Mutform
— -
CURES
totic-coanceseime
smote rum-cm:Le
tRA10.. nu: geozg.
:ss Ott
•ER ETC,
HEALS
BURS3- BRUI3f*
IICAA;.(kit..S• BAT t$
,:',ALS-.51RPCMTI0
Su - ETC-
BREAKS UP
SAO COLDS- LA•
OPIPRt-INPLUEN.
ZA -cRouP-S021
THROAT- TG-
FOR SALE BY R. C. HARDWICK,
Tobacco W4ehousemen, Commission Merchants and
Grain Dealers.
FIRE PRO°
Lmerel Advance
WAREHOUSE. Coe Ruasellville and Railroad Streets.
opkinsville, Ky.
C011eiguyneute. All Tobaceo Sent vs Cevered by Insurant*
T. C. Menem. M. F. Seuvip.
Paople's Warehousi
Railroad Street
and Ele
tanbery & Shryer, Prop're.
tween Tenth me
.a0.1"--KINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.uth.
gir-C•reful atiention given to sampling and Felling all tobacco consigned to
ns. Liberal sidearm on tobacco in store. All tobacco ineured unless othereuie
instructed.
ilSHIP YO R TOBACCO TOa sdale, Cooper & Go.,
PROPRIETORS
HOPKIN VILLE,
For the
Place a
Cultic
Year 1898
II kinds of
Work
And iBuy All
IVIOnllffiCiltS
1
from your HOME SHOP.
Your trac* is solicited.
Best workmanship and
prices right!.
Ralf.  H. Brown.
LiJu 7ih nd Sts„
1Hopkinsville. Ky.
investigate! before buying.
Take
a !Look
at our elegint fresh stock
of drocerie
You Can A ways
Find Good Things
To Eat At . .
-atirrvrs —THE—
& 1k
!-•
L GROC ER
Next deer to Ftir.t .7C;) tion al Bank
Kitchen & Waller, CATARRH ELY S
Furniture and
Undertaking.
The Lergest Stock at Lowest Price..
Give us a rail.
. The most complete line of UNDER-
TAKING in Western Kentucky. with
t.vo experienced embalmers, Messrs
Bailey Waller and W. N. Ducker.
Prompt attention both day and night
and satisfaction guaranteed.
Telephone b2. Reeidences 90 and 161.
MAIN ST. HOPKINSYILLE. KY.
rrohsinnal Gar's- es • -
..•••••••••,••••••••./...,••,,,,,,,•WaVrantome•or •ssaa•••••••••
Hunter %is ood. Hunter Wood, Jr.
;.,11 %OOP &
A tirneys-At-Law
office in Hopper Bloek, up stain tree
Planter,. Bank
HOPKINSVILLE, • - KENTUCK Y
bo. W M. FUQUA.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office with Dr. Anderson,
Over Planters Bank
DIAS. O. HOWSE
Attorney-at-Law.
COLD IN HEAD
.
.1,c_.•-...i - t. cur, imi cue of irmia*gase. C•leml.til II' t ilia Pea. lat•
I tire. ',Ter gap or NeWs.liot eases rear me • Ile . welts. hawpie and bee,klet tree. 1 . NTVKLING RIMER! CO.. Mem% lloatreal. Cm.. or New 1r/1rk. 211.....40.0
 0111111MONItassimmereseleralree
q•mA.-11&.N•rt e
7/ \\\
Hakelest things in the house to clean. Moe
easilcoy notary things to keep clean. Most unpleasant
when‘U cleaned. Are made clean and kept cleanthat enemy of oil h: +I grease and dirt-Gold% _ 
DU 
Powder 1,4
Laripset package-greatest economy. 4 
,rte, VIII;
THE E. K. PAIREARK COMPANY,
Chicago. tit. Lams. New York. Boston. Pbiladelphia. ete.71-
_
••••-••••.••••/.1r1.114.41... ••••• .417- • at., ara.a. . .. a a. a-ao 4., a-4 -.1•141.7.1011i
%SigWet
CATNAP-11C
fx)(Na
‘qe-
r1;170;
eem?fea., s..-/ I
• ' so - D&UGGISTS
;..L.ALUTELY GC4R1ATEED
NAT OAITHEE
OBACTO WAREHOUSES.
J• EMS WEST,
-- • • 8ig West/
--Tobacco--
Commission Merchants.
- - - Kentucky.
Creain Balm
Is quickly absorb-
eit. Cleanses tile
Nasal Passages. al-
lays pain and in-
flammation, heals
and protecta the
membrane from
cold. ltestetres t
sense mf !mu. and
smell. dives re-
lief at once, and it
will burs..
A particle. Is ap•
plied directly Into
110i4 rile, Is
tig reel' ble. 6U e at dJggiste or by man;
samples 10c by ins I.
ELY DROTHE 8, 56, Warren St., New
Pki.ILEW.;
'INAVE YOU l',`:,17,41°.-9-1, PA'gr.'.17t4°J rye
' fe.,-, in 11,vtla, likirl•al'ingi %roe COO
.1:: Tilt.:61.441..ED 1'...00.. ttew aTnille....w•onc‘le,..4T•i: pile. 4.
,c Menge Ill., tot proofs of coma Cap.
f
• 1114 gays. 100-wage boot rrre. .
ARE YO
BANK UPTi,, health
constitution ttndermined by ex
travagance in eating, by disre
,rarcling the iaws of nature, or
.ltysical capital all gone, if so
NEVE DESPAIR
Tates Live'. ills will cure you
cick hea lache, dyspepsia
7cur stomac 1, malaria, torpi,
ve:, consti ation, biliousnes
r-Lad kindr d diseases.
futt's iver Pills
an absolute cure._
W. H. Fexoe.
Warchou__II
KENTUCKY. 1hp,
W. P. WINFRIti, Y. EXIMMI.
Winfree & Knight,
Real Estate.
The Uudersigned having associated
themselves together for the purpose of
carrying on a general real emote bum-
nees. Will buy sell rent and exchange
real estate. We have excellent facili-
ties for conducting the business and will
advertise property put into our hands
free of charge. Partiee having property
to sell or rent will do well to plaoe same
wiTthengfol. lowing ia a partial list of prop-
erty in our hands for sale in which we
have some choice bergains.
261 acres of land within 2 miles of
Pembroke, Ky. 75 scree in good tim-
ber, balance cleared ;2 cottage dwellings
with good well; 2 large tobacco barns,
large frame stable and one cabin , 2
good orehards and plenty of stock water
Cheap at $4,000, liberal terms.
Cottage dwelling on Clay street. 4
rooms, centrally located. Price $1,200.
House and lot ot Brown St. Desire-
bly located. Pries $800.
A two-story cottige on South Camp-
bell St., lot 70x1S6n2 feentive bed rooms,
sitting room, dining room, kitchen, lock
room and four porches, on first floor;
four bed rooms, two lumber rooms aud
sewing room on remand floor; aleo
splendid dry oellar I8x14 feet with brick
walls and floor, good cistern, coal hours.
meat house sindling holm and serv,Liat
house. TERMS-One-third cash, bal-
lance in four equal annual payments,
6a:1p:tact:M. interest on deferred pay•
A nes cottage on 4th St., • four moms
and kitchen, porch, good out-houses
and ctisteern3, prioes.,11900.,ehes. p,
Co tag rd S " Price MO.
G-onel cottage on Broad and Thomp-
son Ens , fear rooms. good cistern and
outbuildiugs, large lot, price $660.
230 acres of good land. miles from
Gythrie. in Todd county, Ky.. of which
40 acres is in timber. This farm is in a
high state of cultivatian in one of the
best neighborhoods in the State, and is
well improved, has new cottage dwell-
ing, 2 tenant houses, 9 tobacco tames,
stable and otheo outhousee, plenty of
Mock water. This place is a great bar-
rain , and if sold righ away, will take
PI 000 for it.
Two good maiden! lots on Main atreel
in Hopkinsville, well-located. The only
raeant lots on West side of Main street
for sale at a low trice.
A firet-clase farm of 312 acres, of
which 60 acres is in timber, near Church
Hill, in Christian county, Ky This is
a flne farm in good condition, 150 awn__
in clover, dwelling with rooms and
two porches, 4 tenant houses, good
stables, 8 tobacco barns, large machine
house and other good outhouses. A bar-
gain at $10,000.
200 acres of land between Nashville
road and L. & N. R. R. st ()say, Chris-
tian county, Ky. Will be sold at a ban
gain.
100 acres of land near Gszrettebtum
Christian county, Ky. This is good
land aud ought to bring $2.5 per acre. I
tenant houses on it and 2 barns. Price
$1,500.
A beautiful lot on East side of Main
street, Hopkineville, Ky. to ft front
Main street and runs back to Virginia
street. One of the most desirable vs-
cant lots in town.
25 town lots on Durrett avenue for
sale cheap.
Elegant lot 80x200 ft. on Jesup' ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large moms,
porches, cistern, outbuildings, shade __
and front trees. Price $1,400.
House and lot 601200 feet on Second
street. House with 4 rooms, porch, csie-
tern and outbuildings. Price $1,000.
House and lot on Second street 60x100
feet. House has 7 rooms, porch, cistern
and outbuildings. Price $1,900.
An elegant residenoe on Smith Vir-
ginia street, two stories, Si rooms, 2 halls
and 9 porches, large cellar. All new
and in first class repair, nits maple
shade trees in yard. Lot 80:960 ft. A
bargain, terms to suit purchaser.
Wilms.= & Kumar.
Dr, C. H. TANDY,
= TSB T
Orown as, bridge work a specialty
Moe over Richard and Co's. stare
Main St,
ee.
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